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A myriad of emerging applications from simple to complex ones involve human
cognizance in the computation loop. Using the wisdom of human workers, researchers
have solved a variety of problems, termed as “micro-tasks” such as, captcha
recognition, sentiment analysis, image categorization, query processing, as well as
“complex tasks” that are often collaborative, such as, classifying craters on planetary
surfaces, discovering new galaxies (Galaxyzoo), performing text translation. The
current view of “humans-in-the-loop” tends to see humans as machines, robots, or
low-level agents used or exploited in the service of broader computation goals. This
dissertation is developed to shift the focus back to humans, and study different data
analytics problems, by recognizing characteristics of the human workers, and how to
incorporate those in a principled fashion inside the computation loop.
The first contribution of this dissertation is to propose an optimization
framework and a real world system to personalize worker’s behavior by developing a
worker model and using that to better understand and estimate task completion time.
The framework judiciously frames questions and solicits worker feedback on those to
update the worker model. Next, improving workers skills through peer interaction
during collaborative task completion is studied. A suite of optimization problems are
identified in that context considering collaborativeness between the members as it
plays a major role in peer learning. Finally, “diversified” sequence of work sessions
for human workers is designed to improve worker satisfaction and engagement while
completing tasks.
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Bringing human in the computational loop has been the focus of research for the past
couple of decades [75, 93, 92]. It usually involves very close relationship between the
human workers and the application and one of the the main goals of such systems is
to enable human workers and computers to cooperate in making decisions and solving
problems. Recently, an emerging trend is to leverage online infrastructures to tap an
under explored and richly heterogeneous pool of knowledge resident in the general
population of consumers for innovative ideas, a practice termed as human-in-the-loop
(HIL) computation [85, 82, 128, 47, 81, 77]. These problems usually range from
simple like sorting [8], filtering, sentiment analysis [88], top-K ranking [108] to more
knowledge-intensive problems like clustering [86, 129], anomaly detection [24], entity
resolution [30, 20], or product design. The humans, so called workers, are involved
in the process as individual contributors for so called “micro-tasks”, or as a group to
collaboratively work and solve a problem.
Human workers are better off in solving certain problems that are otherwise
harder for machine algorithms. Studies suggest that human brains are uniquely
capable for language processing, pattern recognition, and invention [84]. As an
example, “The Last Tomb of Genghis Khan” project [76] sponsored by National
Geographic have used the human pattern recognition power to tag a massive number
of satellite images to resolve the age-old mystery about the location of the tomb of
this ancient Mongolian emperor. Audio perception is another difficult problem where
creating a learning algorithm to recognize the speech and transform it into a text
requires a large amount of data but is rather trivial for human workers. Games like
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Chess [56] and Go [22] that are computationally intensive for computers are quite
well mastered by humans, or problems such as the Traveling Salesman [52, 58, 78]and
Graph Coloring [76] that are computationally intractable by machines are easy to
handle by humans even for large instances. The emerging trend of HIL computations
draws inspirations from these myriad examples.
Our focus in this dissertation however is to understand and exploit optimization
opportunities in such HIL computation process and design principled solutions at
scale. Usually, these opportunities fall into one of the three categories: application-
centric optimization, platform-centric optimization, and worker-centric optimization.
In application-centric optimization, the factors of interest usually are task throughput
which is the number of tasks that is done in unit of time, latency which measures
how long does it take for a set of tasks to finish, cost which measures the monetary
expenses or other expenses incur as a result of using human workers, and quality
which measures how good the answer of the human worker is. Platform-centric
optimization also considers factors similar to application-centric optimization. For
example, revenue which is the amount of money the platform can make or providing
simplification techniques for complex tasks. Existing works have studied these
aspects to different extent: as an example, recent works have studied optimization
opportunities in entity matching problems [70, 101] with the goal to optimize the
quality. Magellan [70], Waldo [124] develop algorithms on human workers to minimize
the cost incurred both in terms of monetary compensation while improving the
quality of work. In [13, 12], workers are used to gather information and obtain
recommendations for pattern mining. The idea is to enable users to pose general
questions, mine the responses for potentially relevant data, and to receive concise yet
relevant answers that represent frequent, significant data patterns. The optimization
goal here is to minimize cost. For collaborative tasks, similar optimization problems
are designed to minimize cost and latency or maximize quality [112, 105, 69, 114, 64].
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For example, to find craters on different planets like Mars, non-expert human workers
have been shown to have similar accuracy to experts by collaborating and learning
about how to identify them more efficiently. In Crowd4U [64]collaborative tasks
such as text translation or video subtitle generation are performed by a group of
collaborating workers by optimizing quality and cost.
A major issue with the existing HIL systems is that they tend to push humans
further in the loop and largely ignore their role and contribution to the ecosystem.
Human workers are mere agents and are used to pursue the broader computational
goal. In fact, the existing literature of HIL computation has a clear bifurcation.
The computational world of research has purely focused on treating humans as
agents (as described in the paragraph above), whereas, the psychologists and social
scientists [35, 109, 28, 62] have acknowledged and reasoned about the necessity to
incorporate human characteristics in the computational loop. However, this latter
genre of researchers have treated these problems purely empirically and are limited to
field study and laboratory experiments. Clearly, designing algorithms that recognize
and capture human characteristics and study optimization in the HIL process has not
been studied well yet. Combining these two different genre of research, in essence, is
the primary contribution of this dissertation.
Similar to application and platform-centric factors, in this dissertation we look
at several worker-centric factors. The first one is preference of the worker. An implicit
assumption shared by most of the works in HIL systems is that the workers are willing
to perform the tasks assigned to them. In practice, however, different task-performing
intentions and preferences can lead to different types of behaviors. A worker is unlikely
to honestly and promptly complete the assigned tasks when she is not interested in
them, which cannot guarantee the quality of task results. Another interesting factor
is the skill of the workers where it has a pronounced impact on the quality of the
work returned by worker. This measure can be derived internally from the platform,
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in terms of ‘ranking’ points, from common denominators including level of education
or by using a questioner or exam [61]. Boredom and fatigue [117] are another factors
of interest [113, 132, 68]. These factors contribute greatly to quality of the work
or throughput of the system and can be measured by looking at response time and
accuracy of each task.
Our goal in this dissertation is to bring human back in the center stage of the
computational loop and study optimization opportunities that arise to computationally
solve these problems at scale. In particular, we investigate optimization opportunities
that arise by modeling workers or studying factors that impact their performance
inside such systems (such as skill, preference, boredom, etc) which in turn optimizes
the underlying computational problems (in terms of quality, latency, cost). We
borrow inspirations from a handful of very recent works[111, 11, 96] that intend to
computationally model human characteristics in the loop, such as motivation, worker
skill, motivation, relevance, pay off but their treatment to human characteristics is
still nascent. A recent study [83] argues that in order to maintain the attractiveness
of HIL platforms, it is critical to enable worker-centric optimization. To that end,
existing works have designed empirical studies to incentivize workers for long-lasting
tasks [28, 62] or entertaining them during task completion [35]. More recently,
researchers have tried to learn worker’s behavior implicitly by creating a learning
model that looks at worker’s past history to adaptively perform task assignment [96].
Others [40] look at social media data of the worker in order to understand their
preferences and assign an appropriate task to them.
In summary, we design models and algorithms to learn the worker’s preferences
by explicitly eliciting her feedback to estimate task completion time (Chapter 2).
We also design real-world systems that demonstrate such models and algorithms in
action on large scale real-world applications (Chapter 3). Next, we investigate how
to improve worker’s skills through peer interaction and learning, especially for group-
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based tasks and collaborative environments (Chapter 4). Finally, we explore how to
introduce diversity into a sequence of sets of tasks to improve worker satisfaction and
reduce boredom and fatigue (Chapter 5).
1.2 Studied Problems
Although using the crowd as a computational building block is exciting and
encouraging, it could also introduce some complications to the problem. As we
discussed earlier, researchers have focused on solving this problem by optimizing how
to assign tasks to workers, how to deal with the noise introduced in the process, or
how to implicitly understand what a worker is interested in. In this dissertation, we
depart from the traditional view of optimizing the application and platform-centric
parameters and bring workers to the center stage. In particular, we investigate
optimization opportunities that arise either by modeling worker behavior or enabling
factors that impact their performance inside a human-in-the-loop system. In this
section, we give an overview of the approach we have taken and the problems that
we solve.
1.2.1 Eliciting Explicit Feedback
The main actors of a HIL platform are requesters and tasks, and workers who
complete them. Understanding quality indicators in HIL computation has been a
recent research focus [68, 35, 46, 48]. Some work focuses on estimating quality
indicators such as engagement and motivation [80, 115, 96], and on revisiting this
estimation periodically in an implicit manner. An important open question however
is, can we improve the estimation of quality indicators by seeking explicit
preferences from workers?
On Amazon Mechanical Turk or Prolific Academic, a task has factors such as
type (e.g., image annotation, ranking, sentiment analysis), payment and duration, i.e.,
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the time allotted to complete a task. Workers are characterized by their preferences
for task factors [111, 11]. Our first contribution is to propose an optimization
framework ExPref, within which an individual worker model, that captures the
preference of workers for task factors, is learned and maintained to estimate task
completion time. Worker Model is “supervised” in nature and it is initialized by
deriving principles from active learning [34]. Indeed, worker preference on task factors,
such as, payment, task types, are indicators of how much time she needs to complete
the task. Task completion time is an important quality indicator in HIL platform, as
deeper understanding and analysis of task completion time benefits customization
of payment strategies [46, 48], task assignment, and appropriate recruitment of
workforce for HIL platforms [60, 59, 112, 96].
Unless ExPref is updated periodically, it is likely to become outdated, as
worker’s preferences evolve over time (e.g., a worker’s skills improve as she completes
tasks). To update the model, we advocate the need to explicitly elicit from a
worker her preferences. That is a stark departure from the literature
where workers are observed and their preferences computed implicitly. An
additional challenge arises to address the following question: in what fashion these
preferences should be extracted and used to produce a scalable and accurate model?.
To that end, we present Question Selector for optimizing preference elicitation that
asks a worker to rank the k task factors that lead to minimizing error in the model.
For example, a worker may be asked “Rank task relevance and payment”. A higher
rank for payment will indicate the worker’s preference for high paying tasks over those
most relevant to her profile. We prove that optimally selecting k questions, i.e., k
task factors, for explicit worker preference is NP-hard, even when the Worker Model
is linear. Consequently, we develop an efficient alternative using an iterative greedy
algorithm that has a provable approximation bound. Once the worker provides her
preference, the next challenge is how to consume that feedback to update Worker Model
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in a principled manner. We present Preference Aggregator to update the Worker
Model with the elicited preferences. To ensure that ExPref does not necessarily incur
additional burden, worker’s response can be: a total order over those k factors; or a
partial preference over a subset of those k factors, when the worker does not/ cannot
provide total ordering. Of course, an extreme case is that the worker does not provide
any preference and in that case, the Worker Model is updated implicitly. We formulate
those choices as a constrained optimization problem and develop efficient solutions.
1.2.2 System CrowdCur
In order to showcase the power of ExPref, we design and deploy a real-world HIL
platform that demonstrates the models and algorithms in action on a large scale
real-world application. The platform consists of several components and at the heart
of it lies the Worker Curation box which is in charge of understanding and modeling
worker’s preferences. The platform also provides an OLAP engine that gives insights
to workers and requesters and platform owners. As a worker, she can understand her
preference changes in the course of her task completion. She also can get curated
suggestions based on the available task pool and her latest preferences. A requester
can understand the structure of the workforce and get the latest information about
her task and projected completion time of her tasks based on the current workforce.
Platform owners also can benefit from this system by looking at different dimensions
of the system namely, workers, tasks, and requesters. She also can understand the
inter-connectivity of tasks and the workforce.
1.2.3 Peer Learning in Online Platforms
The emergence of platforms that support online networked technologies has changed
the way we communicate, collaborate, and learn things together. Learning in
groups has been studied extensively in the field of psychology and educational
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research [63, 38, 23]. In computer science, existing works have focused on how
to identify and rank groups and communities [25], how to efficiently form a set of
groups to optimize different group recommendation semantics [110], or form groups
for task assignment [14, 15, 72, 112, 104]. The effect of online collaboration however
goes beyond, as it enables powerful and versatile strategies to improve knowledge
of individuals and promote learning. For example, online critiquing communities,1
social Q&A sites,2 and crowdsourcing platforms3 investigate how collaboration can
promote knowledge and skill improvement of individuals [63]. Learning potential,
is a key reason behind effective collaboration. It has been shown that the increase
in learning one expects from collaboration yields fruitful coordination and higher
quality contributions [3, 4]. For instance, in online fan-fiction communities, informal
mentoring improves people’s writing skills [43]. In this dissertation, we focus on
improving skills and learning through peer interaction. Existing methods usually
focus on ranking communities [25], effectively forming groups [110] or create groups
of workers in crowdsourcing environments [14, 15, 72, 112, 104]. Again, by changing
the focus on the workers and peers, we try to elevate their experience and more
importantly their skillset. The two major components in this work are Learning
potential and Affinity. Research [3, 4, 43, 15] indicates worker with a higher affinity
toward each other and with varying degree of skills, will see a higher raise in their
skills. Several problems need to be addressed. First and foremost, how to formalize
learning and affinity in the context of online learning. These factors can take several
structures which will have a different effect. Next, since this problem becomes
bi-objective optimization, we need to present efficient algorithms to solve both factors
with provable guarantees. This proves to be hard since all the instances of the problem
are NP-Hard. We show this improves skills and knowledge of workers significantly.
1https://movielens.org/(accessed on Jan 17, 2019)
2http://quora.com/(accessed on Jan 17, 2019)
3https://www.figure-eight.com/(accessed on Jan 17, 2019)
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1.2.4 Diversifying Recommendations
Finally, we explore satisfaction and boredom in session-based applications by looking
at how diversity will affect different factors of a worker or a user of an online
platform. Diversity aims to improve user experience by addressing the problem of
over-specialization, where a user receives recommendations that are often too similar
to each other. To create online music playlists, users organize songs into channels and
listen to a few songs within the same channel before switching to the next channels to
listen to other artists in the same genre or to experience different music styles. In HIL
computation, workers complete a small set of tasks at a time (session) and sequences of
sessions within a finite time (for example, half a day). Diversifying recommendations
inside (intra) and across (inter) sessions is natural for such applications to improve
user satisfaction and engagement.
Recommending playlists during a long-drive may need to minimize both intra
and inter-session diversities to generate songs by the same artist within a channel and
similar beats across channels. Contrarily, designing playlists for a theme party is best
done by composing songs from the same period within a channel (90’s, 60’s, etc) and
different styles across channels (thereby minimizing intra diversity on release date
within a session and maximizing inter diversity on style across sessions). Similarly,
the problem of assigning tasks to workers in a single session has been studied
extensively [44, 59, 60, 133, 105]. Most works focused on satisfying both workers’
needs such as expected reward, and requesters’ criteria such as budget [46, 48].
However, when a worker comes back to the platform multiple times (each referred to
as a session), the diversity of tasks undertaken by the worker across sessions affects
the worker’s experience and performance. That was partially verified in recent work.
In [97], it was shown empirically that task throughput improved when workers were
given similar tasks. In [57], workers experienced boredom and fatigue after completing
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similar tasks for a while. In [9], workers explicitly requested tasks posted by different
requesters to build a reputation.
These aforementioned scenarios have three things in common: first, diversity
needs to be accounted for in the design of a sequence of sessions. Second, both
minimization and maximization of diversity are meaningful. Finally, the dimensions
on which intra and inter-session diversities are expressed are factors that may not be
related - hence they cannot be combined.
In this dissertation, we introduce the problem of optimizing diversity inside
a set of items and between sets of items at the same time. More specifically, we
are interested in optimizing diversity inside a set of items (Intra Diversity) and
between consecutive sets of items (Inter Diversity). This gives rise to four different
optimization problems which are all NP-Hard. We provide efficient and scalable
solutions for all four variants and showcase what happens if one uses these in real
settings like music recommendation or a HIL system.
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CHAPTER 2
PREFERENCE ELICITATION FOR TASK COMPLETION TIME
2.1 Introduction
This section of dissertation focuses on the problem defined in Section 1.2.1. We
start by formalizing the problem (Section 2.2.1) and present the inner working of
the framework ExPref. Next, in Section 2.3 we focus on presenting efficient and
scalable algorithms to solve those problems. Last, but not least, Section 2.4 presents
an extensive empirical study with real workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.
To summarize the contribution of this chapter :
• ExPref, a framework that elicits explicit worker preference to better estimate
task completion time. ExPref has a Worker Model that captures worker
preferences for task factors.
• A formalization of two core problems: Question Selector that asks a worker
to rank k task factors, and Preference Aggregator that updates the model
with elicited preferences.
• An in-depth analysis and solutions with provable guarantees for the Worker
Model, the Question Selector, and the Preference Aggregator.
• Extensive experiments that corroborate that explicit preference elicitation
outperforms implicit preference computation [96] and that our framework scales
well.
2.2 Framework and Formalism
We present our proposed framework and formalize the problems.
2.2.1 ExPref Framework
We propose an iterative framework ExPref (refer to Figure 2.1) that is designed to
ask personalized questions to a worker to elicit her preferences. The rationale is
that while task factors are stable, a worker’s preference evolves as workers undertake
tasks [57, 96]. We propose a Worker Model that consumes task factors and predicts
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Table 2.1 Table of Important Notations
Notation Definition
n,m # tasks, # task factors
~t task t represented by a vector of m factors
T Task factor matrix
~w worker w’s preference vector
Qk a set of selected k questions
yt completion time of task t
~Y vector representing yt over a set of tasks
F Worker Model
for a task, how long will the worker spends on the task, by inferring her preferences.
However, unless the Worker Model is refreshed or updated periodically, it is likely to
become outdated, as worker preference evolves over time [57, 11, 96]. To update the
model, one has to periodically invoke an explicit preference elicitation step, called
Question Selector that selects a set of k task factors and asks worker w to rank
them. Once the worker provides her preference, the Worker Model is updated by the
Preference Aggregator.
This information could be used in many places to characterize the workforce
of a crowdsourcing platform and enable several improvements such as the analysis of
workers’ fatigue [57] and motivation, and better task assignment to workers [60, 59,
112, 96].
Two computational problems form the heart of this framework. 1. Question
Selector: - when invoked, selects the best set of k questions to elicit a worker’s
preference for task factors. 2. Preference Aggregator: - takes a worker’s
preference to the questions into account, and updates the Worker Model. The last
two components work in sequence, given the necessity to refine the learned model.
The technical challenge is to update the model while satisfying the preference the
worker has provided.
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2.2.2 Data Model and Problem Definitions
Task Factors. Task characteristics are commonly defined by the platform and their
values by requesters. Each task t in a set of n given tasks is characterized by a set
of m factors whose values are either explicitly present or could be extracted (such as
keywords, duration, pay-off). For this work, we assume that for every task, its factors
are given. This gives rise to a task factor matrix T .
Example 1. The matrix in Table 1 contains six tasks characterized by factors, such as
type, payoff, duration. Example types are image annotation, ranking and sentiment
analysis. Payoff determines the $ value the workers receives as payment, whereas,
duration is an indication of the maximum time a worker needs to complete that task.
task − id annotation ranking sentiment payoff duration completion time
t1 1 0 0 20 35 25
t2 1 0 0 5 5 35
t3 0 1 0 5 10 45
t4 0 1 0 5 40 5
t5 0 0 1 10 10 12
t6 0 0 1 20 30 23
Given a task t that a worker w undertakes (either via self-appointment or via an
assignment algorithm), we are interested to understand and estimate task completion
time, the time spent by the worker to perform the task. The last column of the task
factor matrix indicates completion time of the individual tasks. When the worker is
arriving in the platform for the first time, we use a budget b to initialize the Worker
Model by asking workers b questions. Afterwards, we periodically update the model by
seeking explicit feedback through Question Selector and update workers preference
















Figure 2.1 The ExPref framework.
Worker Preferences. The preferences of a worker w are represented by a
vector ~w of length m that takes real values and determines the preferences over the
task factors. Using Example 1, ~w could be represented as a set of weights for the task
factors, such as, {duration,payment}.
Worker Model. Central to our framework is a model that consumes task
factors and given a worker’s history, infers her preference vector to estimate task
completion time. It is easy to notice that task completion time is continuous in
nature.
Explicit Questions. An explicit question q is asked to elicit w’s preference
on a particular task factor, assuming there is an one to one correspondence between
the questions and task factors (thus, every task factor is a potential question and
total possible questions m). A set of k questions is asked to obtain a preferred order
among a set of k task factors (where k is part of the input). As an example, one
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may ask to “ Rank task duration, annotation tasks, ranking tasks, sentiment analysis
tasks, payment”. A worker may provide a full order among these five factors as her
preference, or may provide partial order of preference. As an example of the former,
she may rank payment, then duration, then ranking tasks, followed by sentiment
analysis, and finally annotation tasks. On the contrary, her preference is partial,
when the worker prefers, payment over duration, but does not explicitly say anything
about the rest.
Problem Definition: Worker Model Given the task factor matrix T of a set of
n tasks, where each task t is described by m factors and associated with a continuous
variable yt denoting the time the worker spends on t, we are interested in estimating
the worker preference vector ~w. The Worker Model F is a linear aggregate function
over T and ~w , denoted as F = ~wT · T .
Optimization goal. Our objective is to estimate ~w in F , such that it minimizes
the reconstruction error [134], i.e.,
E = ||~wT · T − ~Y ||22 (2.1)
Once the model is built, it can estimate the completion time of a future task by
the worker. Using Example 1, F can estimate the completion time of any of the six
tasks or other future tasks, by consuming T .
Initialization. How to initialize the Worker Model is a challenge. Initially when
a brand new worker w joins the platform, as no past history of w is available, she is
treated akin to a “cold worker”. Initially we have no information of task completion,
hence ~w can’t be estimated accurately. The objective of the model initialization is
to select a subset of tasks B (|B| = b, given as a budget) to be completed by w and
build F using that.
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One obvious choice is to randomly select b samples (tasks) to initialize the model.
However, we argue there does exist further merit in careful selection of initial set of
b tasks (training inputs), as a careful selection of the training examples (inputs), will
generally need far fewer examples in comparison to selecting them at random from
some underlying distribution.
Our proposed formalism is inspired from active learning in Machine Learning [34]
that is iterative in nature and is optimized to select one more input (i.e., a task) at a
time that maximizes the accuracy of the underlying model. For us, from the available
candidate pool of tasks that are not yet undertaken by the worker, this translates to
selecting one task t (input) at a time, the worker w undertakes it, and we record its
completion time yt.
Optimization goal. During the model initialization phase, in a single
iteration, our objective is to select that task t that will give rise to a worker preference
vector ŵ, which is a good estimation of true worker preference ~w by minimizing the
mean squared error of the maximum likelihood estimates between ŵ and ~w.
E(||ŵ − ~w||)2 (2.2)
Given Example 1, if b = 3 and we have already selected two tasks (t1, t2), the
objective would be to select the next best task that minimizes the mean squared error
between ŵ and ~w.
Problem Definition : Question Selector This module selects the best set
of k questions for a worker w. The objective is to select those task factors that
are responsible for the model’s inaccuracy, i.e., removing them would improve the
reconstruction error of F the most.
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Optimization goal. Let E denote the current reconstruction error of F and Ê
denote it when k task factors are removed. Given Q, the k questions are selected such
that the model reconstruction error improves the most, i.e., argmax{Qk∈Q:|Qk|=k}(E −
ÊQ−Qk).
Using Example 1, if k = 2, this will select any two of the five task factors in the
task factor matrix.
Problem Definition : Preference Aggregator The preferences provided by a
worker for task factors, could be expressed as a set of constraints of the form, i > j,
j > l. Worker preference could take one of the three following forms:
(1) Full Order: The worker can provide a full order over the k selected factors.
The full ranking will be in the form of i  j  k  l, if i, j, k, l are the task factors
(questions). This preference could be expressed as a set of k − 1 pairwise linear
constraints of the form, i > j, j > k, and etc.
(2) Partial Order: The worker can provide a partial order instead, especially when
she can not provide full order. Given the set of k factors, a partial order takes the
form of i  j, but no preference is elicited between for k, l.
(3) No Preference: The worker does not provide any preference.
Optimization goal. Worker’s preferences are taken as hard constraints. Given
her preference, the objective is to relearn F that satisfies the preferences such that
its reconstruction error is minimized. The objective therefore is to minimize E such
that the constraints are satisfied.
Using Example 1, if worker w explicitly states that she prefers annotation
tasks to ranking tasks, this preference is translated into constraints expressed on the




We present solutions that are efficient and come with guarantees.
2.3.1 Worker Model
As formalized in Section 2.2.2, the Worker Model F is a linear combination of
task factors and worker preference over those factors. We design algorithms for the
optimization problem that is intrinsic to the model, and then a solution for model
initialization.
Efficient Algorithm. We first derive an alternative form of our optimization
function and then show that we can use simple matrix algebraic techniques to solve
the problem.
Equation (2.1) could be rewritten as
min~w(~wT · T )
T (~wT · T ) = min~w(~wTT TT ~w − 2~wTT T ~Y + ~Y T ~Y ) (2.3)
To minimize Equation (2.3), we compute the gradient and set it to zero. i.e.,
∇(~w) = 2T TT ~w − 2T T ~Y = 0 (2.4)
This allows us to solve ~w by computing the matrix inverse.
T TT ~w = T T ~Y (2.5)
Which finally gives,
~w = (T TT )−1T T ~Y (2.6)
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(T TT )−1T T in Equation (2.6) is known as the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
matrix of T . This alternative representation is valid as long as the task factor matrix
T is invertible (or could be inverted by adding an additional term, refer to [21]).
With this alternative representation in Equation (2.6), computing the best
estimation of ~w is done by matrix inversion and multiplication techniques.
Running Time. The overall running time of the algorithm is dictated
by matrix multiplication (multiplying (T TT ), Matrix inversion (inverting T TT −1),
followed by matrix multiplication (to obtain (T TT )−1T T ), and a final matrix
multiplication (to obtain (T TT )−1T T ). The asymptotic complexity is O(m2n+m3).
Initializing the Worker Model One major challenge to develop the “supervised”
Worker Model is how to handle “cold workers” - brand new workers. If the platform
does not have any information about such workers, we initialize the Worker Model
F by judiciously selecting one task at a time and repeating this process b times.
Efficient Algorithm. As described in Section 2.2.2, we present an online
problem formulation, which selects one task t at a time, the worker undertakes the
task, we record the completion time and update F . We repeat this process for b
iterations. As expressed in Equation (2.2), our objective is to estimate ŵ which
is a good estimator of ~w (the true preference vector of the worker). The model
initialization algorithm has to select a task whose completion time is not yet known.
Therefore, the challenge is, how to select a task without knowing its completion time,
so that we meet the optimization goal.
We present an alternative representation of Equation (2.2) that lies at the heart
of our algorithm. Interestingly, this alternative representation does not involve task
completion time. Hence, just by looking at the task factor matrix, we can select the
next best task that optimizes Equation (2.2). At a given run of this algorithm, let
us assume then that we already have selected a few tasks that gives rise to T ′ task
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factor matrix. Equation (2.2) can be rewritten as (we omit the details for brevity and
refer to [134, 99] for details)
E(||ŵ − ~w||)2|T ′ = Trace[(T ′TT ′)]−1 (2.7)
Therefore, minimizing the error is same as minimizing
Trace[(T ′TT ′)]−1, where Trace[.] is the matrix trace, the sum of its diagonal
components.
Now, we are ready to describe the algorithm. Consider Equation (2.7) and let
us assume A = (T ′TT ′)−1. (assuming it is already invertible). We are now trying to






 = T ′TT ′ + [t] [t] (2.8)
This is equal to AA−1 + ttT . Therefore, we would like to find a t that minimizes
Trace[(A−1 + ttT )−1] (2.9)
This matrix inverse could actually be carried out in closed form and it becomes
Trace[(A−1 + ttT )−1] = Trace[A]− t
TAAt
1 + tTAt (2.10)
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Now that Trace[A] = Trace[(T ′TT ′)]−1, to minimize the mean squared error by
adding a task, we choose that task that maximizes
tTAAt
1 + tTAt (2.11)
Therefore, at a given iteration, the algorithm selects a task that maximizes
Equation (2.11). To select the set B, this process is repeated b times.
Running Time. This algorithm takes O(m2n + m3) time to compute tTAAt1+tTAt
of a single candidate task. In each iteration, it has to consider the entire pool of
tasks to decide the best candidate. If the number of tasks is upper-bounded by n,
one iteration of this algorithm takes O(m2n2 +m3n)
Running Example: Suppose we have selected the first two tasks in Table 1.
We describe how to select the third task to complete the set of b = 3 tasks for model
initialization. Suppose the following two tasks have been selected in the previous
iteration,
T =
[ annotation ranking sentiment payoff duration
1 0 0 20 35
0 1 0 5 10
]
Assume that A = (T TT )−1. After calculating the value of A, we start by
examining the four remaining tasks one at a time and we will calculate the value of
tTAAt




maximized ( tTAAt1+tTAt = 0.512) for the task t4,
t4 =
[ annotation ranking sentiment payoff duration
0 1 0 5 40
]
Therefore, this task is selected and given to the worker. Once she returns it,
task completion time is recorded.
2.3.2 Question Selector
The Question Selector intends to select the k-task factors (i.e., questions) whose
removal maximizes the improvement of the Worker Model F . The idea is to present
those factors to the worker and seek her explicit preference. A careful review of the
objective function (refer to Section 2.2.2) shows that since E is a constant at a given
point - thus, maximizing (E−ÊQ−Qk) : {Qk ∈ Q : |Qk| = k} is same as minimizing the
reconstruction error of ÊQ−Qk , i.e., retaining the best m− k factors (thus eliminating
the worst k factors) that has the smallest reconstruction error of F . The problem
thus becomes selecting the best m − k factors that have the smallest reconstruction
error. The remaining k factors would therefore be chosen as the explicit questions for
preference elicitation.
Theorem 1. Optimally selecting k questions for explicit worker preference is NP-
hard.
Proof. (Sketch): When a linear model such as the one in Equation (2.1) is assumed,
the problem of identifying and removing the k worst factors, i.e., retaining the best
m − k factors, is akin to selecting a subset of m − k columns from the task factor
matrix T such that the pseudo-inverse of this sub-matrix has the smallest norm.
Under the `2 norm, using the rigorous NP-hardness proof described in [21], our
proof follows. Given an instance of that problem [21], we set k (the k worst factors to
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remove) as the difference between the total number of columns and k′ (k′= the best
set of k′ columns giving rise to the submatrix whose pseudo-inverse has the smallest
norm). The rest of the proof is trivial and omitted for brevity.
Efficient Algorithm Under the linear model such as the one described in
Equation (2.1) and its equivalent representation using a pseudo-inverse matrix, the
objective of identifying the set Qk of k selected questions (thereby identifying m− k
best factors) out of a set Q of m questions (a task factor is a question) is equivalent





We now describe a greedy algorithm K-ExFactor to identify k worst task factors
(thus retaining m− k best factors). Our algorithm makes use of Equation (2.12) and
has a provable approximation guarantee. It works in a backward greedy manner and
eliminates the factors iteratively. It works in k iterations, and in the i-th iteration,
from the not yet selected set of factors, it selects a question qj and eliminates it
which marginally minimizes Trace(T TQ\qjTQ\qj )
−1. Once the kth iteration completes
the eliminated k questions are the selected k-factors for explicit elicitation. The
pseudo code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Running Time. The algorithm runs in k iterations. Line 4 in Algorithm 1
requires a O(m2n) time for matrix multiplication and inversion for the question under
consideration. Therefore, the overall complexity is O(km2n2). Notice that most of
the complexity is actually in the process of recomputing the model error and the
actual question selection is rather efficient.
Theorem 2. Algorithm k-ExFactor has an approximation factor of m
m−k .
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm k-ExFactor: Greedy Question Selector
Require: Task factor matrix T , set of questions Q
1: TQ ← T
2: Qs ← Q
3: for j ← 1 to k do
4: qj ← argminq∈Q Trace(T TQ\qTQ\q)−1
5: TQ ← TQ\j
6: Qs ← Qs \ qj
7: end for
8: Return Q−Qs
Proof. The proof adapts from an existing result [18] that uses backward greedy
algorithm for subset selection for matrices and retains a given smaller number of
columns such that the pseudo-inverse of the smaller sub-matrix has the smallest
norm possible. These results adapt, as this is akin to removing k worst task factors
and retaining the best m − k factors. It is also shown in recent work [21] that the
objective function is not submodular, nor is it supermodular or monotone.
Running Example: Using Example 1, if k = 3,
{sentiment, Payoff, Duration} are the three task factors for which worker feedback is
solicited.
2.3.3 Preference Aggregator
We can now describe how to aggregate worker responses and incorporate her provided
preferences into the model F . Recall Section 2.2 and note that the worker provides
either a full order among the selected questions (task factors), a partial order, or
possibly no answer. For the last scenario, since the worker does not provide any
feedback, we simply update F implicitly. This is done by updating the model without
any constraints. However, for both full and partial orders, worker preference adds a
set of linear constraints in the optimization function in F .
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Efficient Algorithm Our solution treats partial and full order in a similar fashion.
In both cases, they add linear constraints to the objective function. With the linear
constraints added to our objective function in Equation (2.1), updating the Worker
Model under preference aggregation problem becomes a constrained least squares
problem.
Specifically, our problem corresponds to a box-constrained least squares one as
the solution vector must fall between known lower and upper bounds. The solution to
this problem can be categorized into active-set or interior-point [87]. The active-set
based methods construct a feasible region, compute the corresponding active-set,
and use the variables in the active constraints to form an alternate formulation of
a least squares optimization with equality constraints [120]. We use the interior-
point method that is more scalable and encodes the convex set (of solutions) as a
barrier function. It uses primal Newton Barrier method to ensure the KKT equality
conditions to optimize the objective function [87].
Running Time. Our proposed primal Newton Barrier interior-point is iterative
and the exact complexity depends on the barrier parameter and the number of
iterations, but the algorithm is shown to be polynomial [120].
Running Example: Using Example 1 again, if the worker says that she
prefers Duration > Sentiment > Payoff, then the new weights that the preference
aggregator estimates for F are, tagging=0.1, ranking= 0.1, sentiment=0.12, payoff=0.11,
duration=0.97. Notice that the order of the task factors provided by the worker is
satisfied in the updated model.
2.4 Experimental Evaluations
We describe our experimental setup, steps, and findings in this section. All algorithms
are implemented in Python 3.5.1 using Intel Core i7 4GHz CPU and 16GB of memory
and Linux operating system. All the numbers are presented as an average of 10 runs.
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2.4.1 Dataset Description
We use 165, 168 micro-tasks from CrowdFlower. A task belongs to one of the 22
different categories, such as, tweet classification, searching information on the web,
audio transcription, image tagging, sentiment analysis, entity resolution, etc. Each
task type is assigned a set of keywords that best describe its content and a payment,
ranging between $0.01 and $0.12. These are micro-tasks that take less than a minute
to complete.
Initially, we group a subset of micro-tasks into 240 Human Intelligence Tasks
(HITs) and publish them on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each HIT contains 20 tasks
and has a duration of 30 minutes. A worker who accepts a HIT is redirected to
our platform to complete the tasks. A worker may complete several HITs in a work
session and gets paid for every completed micro-task.
Task Factors. The task types along with other factors, such as, payment
and duration, form the task factors. Our original data has 41 task factors that are
continuous, categorical or binary. By involving domain experts, we binarized these
them to obtain a total of 100 factors that uniquely characterize the tasks.
Worker and Keywords. Each hired worker has to previously complete at
least 100 HITs that are approved, and to have an approval rate above 80%. Overall,
58 different workers complete tasks. When a worker is hired for the first time, she
is asked to select a set of keywords from a given list of keywords that capture her
preferences. We create a unique Worker Model for all the 58 different workers that
participate in our experiments.
When a worker first joins, we ask her to choose the top-5 keywords of her
preference. We use these chosen keywords for a case study, shown in Section 2.4.5.
Ground Truth. For each micro-task, we record the ground-truth, which is
the amount of time the worker spent on it in seconds. This is encoded in the task
completion time vector for the corresponding Worker Model.
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2.4.2 Implemented Algorithms
Worker Model The linear model in Section 2.3.1 is implemented with a regular-
ization parameter α. When implementing statistical models, this is a standard
practice to avoid overfitting. The overall objective function thus becomes,
min
~w∈Rm
∥∥∥y − ~wT · T ∥∥∥
2
+ α ‖~w‖22 (2.13)
The best value of α is chosen by generalized cross validation [87].
Model Initialization. We set a fixed budget b which we use to initialize the
Worker Model iteratively (Section 2.2.2) and implement the following algorithms:
1. Random Initialization. RandomInit selects a randomly selected task iteratively,
presents it to the worker and records the task completion time. The algorithm stops
when the budget b is exhausted.
2. Active Initialization. ActiveInit implements our algorithm given in
Section 2.3.1.
3. Uniform Initialization. UniformInit initializes the model by assigning uniform
weights to the worker preference vector.
Explicit Feedback This has two important components - one is the Question
Selector that selects the task factors for explicit preference elicitation, the other is
Preference Aggregator that updates the Worker Model using elicited preferences.
Question Selector. We have implemented two algorithms to find the best set
of questions to ask as described in Section 2.3.2.
1. Optimization-Aware Question Selector. k-ExFactor is our proposed
algorithm described in Section 2.3.2.
2. k-random Question Selector. k-Random is a simple baseline that randomly
selects k-task factors for preference elicitation.
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Preference Aggregator: This is our implemented solution for preference
aggregation, as described in Section 2.3.3.
Implicit Feedback We also implement implicit feedback computation to be
compared against explicit feedback.
Algorithm Implicit-1 is an adaption of recent work [96] that investigates how to
implicitly capture worker motivation and use that for task assignment. While we do
not necessarily focus on motivation as a factor in this work, we adapt the algorithm
in [96] to estimate and update the worker preference vector over time. We do that by
taking the average over the worker preference vector of the worker model obtained
in different iterations. Since our focus is not on task assignment, once we estimate
the worker preference vector using Implicit-1, we use that in conjunction with our
Worker Model to predict a task completion time.
Algorithm Implicit-2 is a further simplification. It relearns the Worker Model at
the end of every iteration as the worker completes tasks and does not factor in the
preference of the worker.
2.4.3 Invocation of ExPref
For quality experiments, ExPref is invoked iteratively and in an online fashion: in the
beginning, we filter out the tasks and task completion history by worker id since the
framework is personalized per worker. On average, a worker undertakes 200 tasks.
We randomly divide the tasks into three subsets. We use 50% of each worker’s data
as a holdout over which error is computed. Half of the remaining tasks are used for
training/developing the Worker Model and the rest as the pool of available tasks.
To conduct experiments only related to Worker Model initialization (specifically
for “cold” workers), the training set is empty in the beginning and all tasks are in the
available pool. We use the budget b to find a subset B of tasks based on our proposed
solution in Equation (2.11).
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After Worker Model is trained, in every iteration, we select a set x of 20 tasks
(unless otherwise stated), randomly from the pool of available tasks and present them
to the worker. After recording task completion time, we add those x tasks back to the
training set. Next, we invoke the Question Selector that seeks explicit feedback
from that worker. Upon receiving worker feedback, the Worker Model is updated
using the Preference Aggregator and the new training set. We calculate the error
over the holdout set after this. All these steps construe a single iteration of the
ExPref.
For scalability experiments, we are only interested to measure the running time
of the algorithms in ExPref. Thus, the experimental set up is rather simple there
and we use the entire dataset.
Error. Unless otherwise specified, we calculate the quality of the Worker Model








Additionally, we present R2 (co-efficient of determination) which indicates the
proportion of the variance in the task completion time that is predictable from the












where, Ȳ is the average task completion time.
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Iteration. We define an iteration as the completion of a HIT (Human
Intelligence Task) of 20 tasks, after which we compute the MSE and R2 of the Worker
Model.
Preference Elicitation. As described in Section 2.2.2, workers can provide
their preference either as a full order, partial order, or they may not even provide any
preference.
Preference History. For every worker, we also maintain her elicited
preferences in all previous iterations (full history), preferences only in the current
iteration (no history), or preferences in the last few iterations (partial history).
Worker Model is updated accordingly.
2.4.4 Summary of Results
Our proposed explicit preference elicitation framework outperforms (with statistical
significance) existing implicit ones after fewer iterations.
• We compare our approach ExPref with two other baseline algorithms Implicit-1 [96]
and Implicit-2 (Section 2.4.5). We present MSE and R2 with statistical
significance results (standard error) and show that ExPref convincingly and
significantly outperforms the other baselines under varying parameters : 1)
Number of iterations (Figure 2.2), 2) Number of task factors (Figure 2.3), and
3) Number of tasks worker completes in each iteration (Figure 2.4).
• We compare the effect of different parameters of ExPref with appropriate
baselines (Section 2.4.5). We show with a small number of questions k
(Figure 2.5), k-ExFactor outperforms the baselines. Our results demonstrate
that ActiveInit is an effective model initialization algorithm (Figure 2.8).
• Our results also indicate that task completion time is highly correlated to task
outcome/quality of the completed task. This further justifies our investigation
- indeed, deeper analysis of task completion time improves the quality of the
crowdsourced tasks. Our case study results show that ExPref is capable to
truly capture worker preference.
ExPref is scalable.
• We compare ExPref with other baselines under varying parameters: 1)
Number of tasks, 2) Number of task factors, and 3) Number of questions (k).
Unsurprisingly, ExPref is slower but it still scales very well.
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• We compare our model initialization method ActiveInit by varying the budget
b. ActiveInit is slower than the two other baselines. Despite that, it scales
reasonably well. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of eliciting explicit
preferences making ExPref usable in practice.
2.4.5 Quality Experiments
The objective of these experiments is to capture the effectiveness of our explicit
feedback elicitation framework and compare it with appropriate baselines. Specifically,
we are interested in answering the following questions :
1. How ExPref performs compared to implicit ones (Section 2.4.5).
2. Effect of different parameters in ExPref (Section 2.4.5).
3. Relationship between task completion time and task outcome (Section 2.4.5).
4. A case study on worker’s explicit feedback (Section 2.4.5).
5. A case study on worker preferences (Section 2.4.5).
Parameter Setting. For a given worker, there are four parameters to vary:
1) Number of tasks in each iteration (x), 2) Number of task factors (m), 3) Number
of questions asked (k), and 4) Number of iterations. For initializing the model, we
additionally vary the budget b. Table 2.2 presents the default values alongside the
experimental settings for each parameter. To select a different number of task factors,
the best m features are retained by finding factors that are highly correlated to the
target and discarding the rest. By default, we always maintain the full history of
worker’s preference while updating the Worker Model under varying iterations.
ExPref vs. Baselines We compare two explicit solutions with two implicit ones.
We vary # iterations, # task factors, and x (# tasks assigned to a worker after which
the framework is invoked).
Varying the number of iterations.
Figure 2.2 presents the error of the four Worker Models in the course of ten iterations.
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Table 2.2 Parameter Settings
Parameters Range Default
# tasks in each iteration (x) 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 20
# task factors (m) 5, 10, 25, 50, 80 80
# questions to ask (k) 3, 5, 7, 9 3
# iterations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 7
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Figure 2.2 Comparison between the error of the four models after ten iterations.
We notice that after the seventh iteration, all the four models become stable and their
corresponding errors vary only by a very small margin. This means that ExPref can
achieve significantly better results than the other three baselines after few iterations.
Additionally, we observed that ExPref achieve stability in far fewer iterations than
the baselines. This confirms the fact that worker’s preference will be helpful to the
model.
Varying the number of task factors.
In Figure 2.3, we observed that by adding more task factors, all the models perform
better but ExPref performs significantly better. We also see that the number of task
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Figure 2.4 Error varying number of tasks in each iteration.
Varying the number of tasks in each iteration.
Figure 2.4 presents the results for varying the number of tasks a worker receives in
each iteration (denoted by x). ExPref outperforms the other three baseline by a large
margin in terms of achieving smaller error. Notice that for x = 20 all the algorithms
perform well but ExPref is better that the other three. For this reason, we set the
default value of x to be 20.
Varying the number of questions.
Since the results of Implicit-1 and Implicit-2 do not change with k, we present
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Figure 2.5 Error varying number of questions.
Effect of Different Parameters We do a comparative study on the effect of
different parameters, namely, how we track worker’s history (recent history vs full
history vs partial history), the number of questions we ask a worker (k), and the
budget we use for model initialization (b).
Number of explicit questions to ask.
As the number of questions increases, the quality of the Worker Model decreases
(Figure 2.5). This happens for two reasons. First, when the number of questions
is higher than five, worker responses are inconsistent. Second, since we keep the
full history of responses for the worker, the number of constraints imposed in our
optimization problem grows significantly which in turn affects performance.
Similarly, as we ask more questions from workers, most of the answers provided
are in the form of partial ranking rather than full ranking. It’s likely that the workers
simply picked the most important factors and ignored the rest.
Full, partial, no history.
We present a comparative study between fully or partially capturing the history of
the worker’s preferences versus no history, i.e., using the most recent preferences only.
To better understand the difference between the three, as an example, consider we
ask four explicit questions to a worker in each iteration, after the third iteration,



















Figure 2.6 Recent history vs partial history vs full history.
recent history represents the number of feedback in the current iteration. Assuming
an expiration time of two, the partial history is defined as the preference of the
worker based on the last two iterations which is of size 8. Figure 2.6 presents the
results of k-ExFactor against k-Random in the last iteration for four scenarios. We
omit the results for the other two implicit models since their results is not affected
by the worker’s history. Clearly, maintaining a full history for the worker performs
significantly better. Intuitively, this shows that the model can understand the worker
better when all the information about her is maintained. This means that the Worker
Model can handle variations in worker’s behavior significantly better compared to
using recent information only.
Full, partial, no order of preference.
Figure 2.7 presents the results for different types of feedback a worker can provide.
We set the number of questions that we ask in each iteration to k = 4. Notice
that when the worker does not provide any answer, the results are very similar to
Implicit-2. This means that if the worker does not provide any answer, we fall back
to the implicit model. Similarly, note that the performance of the Worker Model is
not affected by the type of answer a worker provides. This means that as long as the
worker provides some feedback, albeit partially, our Preference Aggregator can
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Figure 2.8 Evaluation of model initialization algorithms.
Model Initialization Figure 2.8 presents the difference in the reconstruction error
between the three initialization methods. ActiveInit performs better overall and for
b = 50 it has the lowest reconstruction error between the three methods. Notice that
as the size of initialization set grows, the reconstruction error drops. This is attributed
to the fact that the Worker Model needs a reasonable amount of training data to be
able to predict the task completion duration. Another important phenomena is that
increasing b beyond 50 results in an increase in the reconstruction error. This is
because the Worker Model will overfit the training data and lose its predictive power.
Task Completion Time vs. Task Outcome We notice that completed tasks
that have correct answers take more time on average to complete than the tasks
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that are not. Using Chi-squared test, we observe a high positive correlation between
task completion time and its outcome/quality (with χ2 = 3796.99 and p − value =
0.00001). This in fact is one of the motivations behind our study, as the correct
estimation of task completion time will help us better understand task outcome.
Worker’s Feedback We profile all 58 workers over the course of their participation
and notice that they always provide some feedback (partial/full). We notice that if
the number of questions is less than four, the workers are more likely to provide
full feedback. As we increase the number of questions, worker’s tend to give partial
feedback.
A Case Study We profile three workers randomly from our database and analyze
their models in conjunction with the keywords they have initially chosen. Table 2.3
presents the five keywords chosen by the workers and the top-2 worker preferences.
It is easy to notice that they are highly correlated, which shows that our proposed
model successfully captures worker preference.
Table 2.3 Worker Keywords and Preference Learned By Worker Model
Worker no Worker Keywords Top-2 preference
1 dress,google street view, airlines, classifi-
cation, scene
dress, scene




3 image, south Asia, disease, animals, text image, text
2.4.6 Scalability Experiments
We are interested in answering the following questions :
1. How ExPref scales compared to implicit preference computation (Section 2.4.6).
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2. Effect of different parameters in ExPref (Section 2.4.6).
3. Time Profile of each component of ExPref (Section 2.4.6).
Unless otherwise stated, we report running times in seconds.
Parameter Setting. Our dataset contains 165, 168 tasks and 80 task factors
obtained from 58 workers. In these experiments, we vary the following parameters:
# tasks, # task factors, k, and the initialization budget b. Unless otherwise stated,
all the numbers present the average running time of a single iteration over all the 58
workers. The default values are set as # tasks = 30, 000, # task factors = 50, k = 3,
and b = 20. By default, we consider full order of worker preference since that adds
more constraints to the problem. For the Worker Model initialization comparison,
only the appropriate three methods are compared.
Efficiency of ExPref vs. Baselines Figure 2.9(a) presents the running times of
the four algorithms with varying number of tasks. Of course, our proposed solution
k-ExFactor makes a lot more computation to ensure optimization and hence has the
highest running time. However, it is easy to notice that with an increasing number
of tasks, it scales well and the running time is comparable to the other competing
algorithms. A similar observation holds when we vary the number of task factors,
as shown in Figure 2.9(b). k-ExFactor scales well and never takes more than 80
seconds.
Effect of Parameters on Efficiency Figure 2.9(c) represents the running times
by varying k, the number of task factors chosen for preference elicitation. Here only
k-ExFactor is compared with k-Random, as the other two algorithms do not rely on
explicit preference elicitation. Unsurprisingly, k-Random is faster, but our proposed
solution k-ExFactor scales well and has a comparable running time. Finally, in
Figure 2.9(d), we vary the initialization sample size and present the running time
of ActiveInit. Our initialization model scales well and does not take much time
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as the size of initialization set grows. The other two baselines do not perform any
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Figure 2.9 Scalability study
Profiling ExPref for Efficiency We further profile the individual running time
of ExPref with the default settings; i.e., # tasks = 30, 000, # task factors= 50,
k = 3. It takes eight seconds to train the Worker Model, 6.15 seconds to solve
Question Selector that finds the best k factors, and 9.1 seconds to run Preference
Aggregation that updates the Worker Model with the added constraints. These
results demonstrate that the individual components of the framework take comparable
time.
2.5 Conclusion
We present a framework ExPref for eliciting explicit worker’s preference for task
completion time in crowdsourcing platforms by developing and maintaining a
personalized Worker Model. Around this model, we define two core optimization
problems; Question Selector that selects the best set of questions to obtain
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a worker’s preference in the form of a full/partial ranking of task factors, and
Preference Aggregator that updates the worker model with provided preferences.
We present theoretical results showing the hardness of our problems and algorithms
with theoretical guarantees. We conduct large-scale experiments with 165, 168 tasks
from CrowdFlower involving 58 workers hired from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Our
quality experiments corroborate the necessity of explicit preference elicitation by
comparing that with state of the art implicit preference computation. Our scalability
results demonstrate that our framework is practical and could be used in real
crowdsourcing platforms. As an ongoing work, we are investigating how to adapt
this problem, when the explicit feedback is erroneous or has bias due to malicious
user behavior.
The related work can be classified into three categories: preference elicitation
from the crowd, leveraging worker preferences in crowdsourcing processes, and worker
models.
Preference Elicitation. In [51, 98, 37], the crowd was solicited to perform
max/top-k and clustering operations with the assumption that workers may make
errors. These papers study the relationship between the number of comparisons
needed and error. Efficient algorithms are proposed with a guarantee to achieve
correct results with high probability. A similar problem was addressed in [50] in
the case of a skyline evaluation. In that setting, it is assumed that items can only
be compared through noisy comparisons provided by the crowd and the goal is to
minimize the number of comparisons. A recent work studies the problem of computing
the all pair distance graph [103] by relying on noisy human workers. The authors
addressed the challenge of how to aggregate those feedback and what additional
feedback to solicit from the crowd to improve other estimated distances. While we also
rely on inputs from the crowd, the elicited input represents each worker’s preference
for different factors (as opposed to completing actual tasks), and is hence not assumed
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to be noisy or erroneous. However, as worker preferences evolve over time, we propose
an iterative approach with the goal of improving task completion time overall.
Leveraging Preferences. Worker preferences for task factors are heavily leveraged
in all crowdsourcing processes. Very few of these efforts focused on leveraging them
in task completion [28, 35, 116]. Authors of [68] investigated 13 worker motivation
factors and found that workers were interested in skill variety or task autonomy as
much as task reward. Chandler and Kapelner [28] empirically showed that workers
perceived meaningfulness of a task improved throughput without degrading quality.
Shaw et al. [116] assessed 14 incentives schemes and found that incentives based on
worker-to-worker comparisons yield better crowd work quality. Hata et al. [57] studied
worker fatigue and it affects how work quality over extended periods of time. Other
efforts focused on gradually increasing pay during task completion to improve worker
retention [48]. Lately, adaptive task assignment were studied with a particular focus
on maximizing the quality of crowdwork [44, 59, 60, 96] but primary for improved
task assignment. Existing work showed the importance of leveraging implicit worker
preferences for task assignment. In contrast, we show explicit elicitation of worker




CROWDSOURCING ANALYTICS WITH CROWDCUR
3.1 Introduction
After the initial introduction of ExPref in Chapter 2, we demonstrate CrowdCur,
a system that provides that capability and allows requesters and workers to examine
various analytics of interest.
CrowdCur is a platform that provides better transparency and generates less
frustration among workers. This should incur better worker retention. The idea
behind CrowdCur is not new, and several proposals have addressed transparency
in crowdsourcing from requester and platform perspectives. Requester transparency
reveals details ,such as, recruitment criteria, the conditions under which work may
be rejected, and the time before workers’ contributions are approved [54]. Platform
transparency, e.g., showing feedback to workers on their performance, has also been
addressed [68]. Several tools and forums have been developed to disclose information
to workers. For example, Turkopticon [65] provides a plug-in that helps workers
determine which HITs do not pay fairly and which requesters have been reviewed by
other workers. CrowdFlower displays a panel with a worker’s estimated accuracy so
far.
CrowdCur is designed following the ExPref framework. It relies on three core
components. The worker and task curation components continuously monitor the
platform and produce basic statistics, and the analytics component that aggregates
those statistics. We describe the architecture of CrowdCur and demonstration
scenarios. CrowdCur is implemented in such a way that it can be used as a plugin
with existing platforms such as AMT, CrowdFlower and Prolific Academic and it’s



















Figure 3.1 CrowdCur architecture overview
3.2 CrowdCur platform
Figure 3.1 outlines the architecture of our platform. CrowdCur is a plugin that the
worker or requester installs on their system. The web-based interface enables workers
to select and work on tasks, requesters to monitor the completion of their submitted
jobs and to get meaningful statistics and recommendations. The back-end consists of
three components, Worker Curation, Task Curation, and OLAP Style Querying.
3.2.1 Worker Curation
The ability to characterize workers with their desired preferences is of great
importance in crowdsourcing [111, 11, 68]. Most platforms such as, Amazon
Mechanical Turk or CrowdFlower rely solely on implicit monitoring of worker
preferences. In CrowdCur, our overarching goal is to interleave implicit obser-
vations with explicitly seeking feedback from workers to maintain an accurate worker
model for effective task completion duration. To achieve this goal, we use Worker
Curation to keep track of their preferences and progress as they complete tasks. We
now describe briefly the three primary components of Worker Curation. The inner
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working of the algorithms and solutions used in Worker Curation have been studied
in Chapter 2.
Worker Model: To capture the preference of workers, CrowdCur learns
and maintains a learning model. Once this model is developed, one can use it to
appropriately estimate future outcomes - in our case to estimate the completion time
of a future task. An understandable and practical simplification is that the preference
of a worker for a task factor is represented by a weight in the model. We define Worker
Model as a linear combination of task factors, where the learning parameters are the
worker preference. Similarly, we define the task completion duration as the amount
of time it took for the worker to complete that task. This frames the learning model
into a regression problem. Specifically, we describe a linear regression problem where
the objective is to estimate a worker’s preferences which minimize the mean square
error between the predicted duration and the real duration, i.e.,
argmin
~w∈Rm
||~wT · T − ~Y ||22 (3.1)
where ~Y is the outcome of a set of tasks, T is a matrix of task factors and
~w is the worker preference. This learning model keeps track of which task factors
are important to a worker. Clearly, as the worker completes different tasks, her
preferences evolve. This will result in an error in the prediction of the model.
Question Selector: In order to quickly resolve the error in the Worker Model,
CrowdCur finds a subset of the task factors that cause error in the worker model.
This problem is akin to selecting a subset of columns from the task factor matrix






where Q is the set of task factors, Qs is a subset of task factors. The result of
Question Selector is a set of task factors which the model is not sure about and
there is a chance that the preference of the worker is different than what the model
has learned so far.
Preference Aggregator: To understand the preference of the worker, we
present the result of Question Selector to the worker and ask for their input.
Specifically, we are interested to see the worker’s full order or partial order among the
selected task factors. This will result in a set of linear constraints of the form i ≥ j.
We introduce a set of linear constraints to the Worker Model which transform the
learning model to a constrained optimization problem. In order to keep track of the
latest preference of the worker, we keep track of the history of the preferences that
we acquired from the worker. If there is a conflicting constraint, we ignore the older
information since there is a chance that the worker’s preference has changed.
3.2.2 Task Curation
Tasks come from different sources and have different content. Task Curation is in
charge of monitoring the flow of tasks and also creating descriptive factors for each
task to be used in Worker Curation. Task Curation has two components: (a) Task
Feature Extraction, and (b) Task Assignment and Monitoring. These components are
fully customizable.
Task Feature Extraction: Popular platforms, such as Mechanical Turk
or Prolific Academic, characterize tasks using factors, such as type, payment and
duration. In CrowdCur, we create a set of factors using unsupervised feature
extraction methods. One of the well studied methods for this is Autoencoders [32,
125]. The autoencoder learns a function fw(x) ≈ x, i.e., an approximation to the
identity function, so as to output fw(x) that is similar to x. We use the output of
the learned function from the Autoencoder (i.e fw(x)) to create the artificial features
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by giving the content of the tasks to the function. For example, given a set of images
for an image tagging task, we create the artificial features by passing each image to
our learned Autoencoder. These extracted features alongside the provided factors for
the tasks constitute the foundation of CrowdCur.
Task Assignment and Monitoring: Rather than show the same set of
tasks to all workers, the added value of CrowdCur is its ability to integrate a
task recommendation component that displays tasks to which workers can self-assign
themselves. CrowdCur does not assume a specific task assignment algorithm. It
advocates self-assignment where workers decide which task to partake in, since that
reveals more information about workers and their preferences.
3.2.3 OLAP Style Querying
Different initiatives implement transparency in crowdsourcing platforms through
plug-ins. Turkopticon [65] is a plug-in for AMT that lets workers review tasks and
requesters. Crowd-Workers and Turkbench [54] provide expected hourly wages when
workers browse tasks. The MobileWorks platform [71] facilitates worker-to-worker
communication and assigns manager roles to some workers, allowing workers to
monitor each other and benefit from each other’s experience, which results in higher
quality contributions. CrowdCur complements these plug-ins by providing the
ability to reason over computed statistics by querying and comparing the statistics
of different tasks and workers.
The third component of our platform is an OLAP style querying component
which will expose the information gathered by the previous two components to the
workers and requesters. One can consider the information in an online crowdsourcing
environment as a cube with multiple dimensions (Figure 3.2). That enables querying
and aggregating workers and tasks and comparing them on various dimensions. For
example, a worker can compare oneself to alike workers, and a requester could
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Figure 3.2 Cube of tasks, workers, and time.
get statistics on a certain kind of tasks. We advocate for an expressive analytics
exploration approach. Existing approaches can be classified into by-example [94],
by-query [67], by facet (question-answering) [122], and by-analytics [10].
The front end of CrowdCur is implemented using Chrome Plugin Development
Toolkit which is a popular front-end javascript library provided by Google. We also
use the D3.js library to visualize the information. The back-end has been implemented
completely in Python 3.6. For Task Feature Extraction, we use Theano [6] to
implement various unsupervised feature extraction methods.Worker Curation Box
is implemented using SciPy optimization framework. At the heart of CrowdCur,
we use Django REST web framework and PostgreSQL server as the web server and
back-end database.
3.3 System Demonstration
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system, we present different
perspectives one might assume in a crowdsourcing environment.
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We use 5, 000 different tasks in five different categories, such as tweet classi-
fication, image tagging, sentiment analysis, and etc. We obtain these tasks from
CrowdFlower data for everyone 1 alongside their corresponding responses. In this
dissertation, we present two end-to-end scenarios of interacting with CrowdCur 1)
How a new worker will experience the CrowdCur enhanced crowdsourcing platform
and how the provided analytics can improve her overall satisfaction, and 2) How a
requester can get deep insights about tasks and workers.
(a) Work Interface - Landing Page (b) Work Interface - Working on a Task
(c) Eliciting Explicit Feedback (d) CrowdCur Plugin
Figure 3.3 CrowdCur important components.
The three scenarios that we look at in this dissertation are :
As a worker: Since we are interested in simulating different types of workers,
we ask the users to complete a set of tasks and provide an explicit feedback when
needed. These information will simulate a worker with different rates of task
1https://www.crowdflower.com/data-for-everyone/
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Figure 3.4 CrowdCur worker landing page at the end of a work session.
completion on different task types and different preferences: their preference changes
as a function of time. In each round of task completion, the users see the probability of
successful completion and the predicted task completion duration of the task currently
chosen. After completion of every five tasks, the Question Selector is invoked and
the users are presented with a set of factors that they can rank according to their
preferences. The users will choose which factor ranks higher. These ranked factors
are then given to Preference Aggregator which in turn will update the model.
At any time during the work session, CrowdCur will generate a list of
recommended tasks based on Worker Model of tasks they have previously completed.
The user also will get information about how similar workers performed and how
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Figure 3.5 CrowdCur requester dashboard.
the worker’s preference have changed as a function of time. CrowdCur will also
provide insightful information about different aspects of worker’s performance such
as how much money they have made, how fast they have worked and etc. It also will
produce a set of advices for the worker on how to improve their performance based
on comparing Worker Models. For example, for a worker interested in making more
money, the system will check how similar workers acted and which tasks they have
chosen and their performances, then it will generate simple guides that will help the
worker boost her earnings. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 shows the interface of CrowdCur if
the user has logged in as a worker. Users get access to different interactive plots which
they can explore. They can also see a list of advices that CrowdCur generated for
the workers.
As a requester: Requesters can get different analytics about the workers that
are working on their tasks. They can get the structure of the whole workforce that
is currently working on the platform and look at their preferences as a function of
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time. Users also have access to different analytics about their tasks and also how the
tasks are getting completed on the platform. For example, one might be interested in
finding out how long does an audio transcription task takes on a platform and what
type of worker usually work on these tasks. This will be helpful to a prospective
requester since they can decide based on this information which platform to deploy
their tasks on or how much they should reward workers. Figures 3.5 shows the user
interaction with CrowdCur, if the attendee has logged in as a requester. The user
can use the interactive plots to examine how workers’ preferences have changed as a
function of time. They also can see the top preferences of people who work on a type
of task. As a requester, they also can interact with information about the tasks they
have submitted such as the rate at which they are getting done.
OLAP style querying: Users will have access to CrowdCur powerful OLAP
tool at the end of each experience. For example, as a worker, they can create a query
that will compare the current worker profile to other profiles on user defined metrics,
or ask about how changes in worker’s preference impacts the rate of task completion.
Users will also get to use the CrowdCur OLAP system as a requester. For example,
as a requester, they can make queries about what type of workers are more likely to
work on their tasks, or how long does a specific type of task take to finish.
3.4 Conclusion
We have developed an end-to-end crowdsourcing platform which keeps the focus
on the worker instead of requester. CrowdCur follows closely the framework
ExPref presented in Chapter 2. CrowdCur enables all the three players in the
crowdsourcing environment to have a unified access to their data. The Worker
Curation integrates ExPref in the platform and is in charge of periodically updating
Worker Model by explicitly eliciting worker’s preference. Task Curation box helps
platform owner to identify task factors and fine tune what workers will see in terms
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of factors. It also uses state-of-art algorithms to automatically extract important
factors from each micro-task in order for the platform to have micro understanding of
each task. Lastly, OLAP engine helps bring all the components together. It enables
unified access and transparency. The worker can use OLAP system to understand
how she did and the Worker Curation box will help her to follow her preferences. As
requester, CrowdCur provide an overview of what the crowd looks like and how her
tasks are performing and even she can get an estimate of when her tasks are done.
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CHAPTER 4
OPTIMIZING PEER LEARNING WITH AFFINITIES
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we explore how affinity between group members improves peer
learning and address modeling, theoretical, and algorithmic challenges. To the best
of our knowledge, this work is the first to examine algorithmic group formation with
affinities for peer learning. Group formation in online communities has been studied
primarily in the context of task assignment [14, 15, 72, 112, 104]. The problem is
often stated as: given a set of individuals and tasks, form a set of groups for the
tasks that optimize some aggregated utility subject to constraints such as group size,
maximum workload etc. Utility can be aggregated in different ways: the sum of
individual skills, their product, etc [15]. Group formation is combinatorial in nature
and proposed algorithms solve the problem under different constraints and utility
definitions (e.g., [72]). Unlike these problems, we study how to form groups with the
goal of maximizing peer learning under different affinities.
Our first contribution is to present principled models to formalize peer learning
and affinity structures. We assume that a peer can only learn from another peer if
the skill of the latter is strictly higher than the skill of the former [4]. The learning
potential of a peer from a more skilled peer can then naturally be defined as the skill
difference between the latter and the former [3, 4, 2]. The learning potential of the
latter from the former is null. We use that to formulate two common learning models
(Figure 4.1): LpA where each member learns from all higher skilled ones, and LpD




Figure 4.1 Illustration of LpA and LpD- (a) LpA: members learn from
higher-skilled ones. (b) LpD: the least skilled member learns from the most skilled one.
Affinity, on the other hand, depends on the application and can be expressed
using common socio-demographic attributes or more generally, using models that
capture psychological traits. We study our two learning models in conjunction
with two common affinity structures (Figure 4.2): AffD where group affinity is
the smallest between all members, and AffC where group affinity is the smallest
between a designated member (e.g., the least skilled or the most skilled) and all others.
We investigate these two affinity scenarios through fact-checking and fact-learning
applications.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2 Illustration of affinity structures - (a) AffD: smallest affinity between all
pairs. (b) AffC: smallest affinity between one member and others.
Our second contribution is to study the formalized models systematically and
present our theoretical findings. In its general form, our problem formulation is a
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bi-objective optimization, with the goal to build k equi-sized groups over a set of
n members that maximize both learning potential and affinity. Interestingly, we
prove that no variant of optimizing learning potential alone is hard to solve (LpD
and LpA), however, the problems become NP-hard when affinity and group size
constraints are considered. Therefore, our solution first finds k groups that yield
the highest possible learning potential value and then transforms our two-objective
problem into a constrained optimization that looks for k groups that optimize affinity,
with that learning potential value as a constraint.
Our third contribution is algorithmic. We present a suite of scalable algorithms
that form groups to maximize learning potential and optimize affinity within constant
approximation factors. To attain their approximation guarantees, these algorithms
assume that affinity satisfies triangle inequality [72]. Many similarity/distance
measures such as Jaccard distance and edit distance are known to satisfy metric
properties and these properties are usually assumed to design algorithms with
guarantees [72]. Our technical contributions are summarized in Table 4.2.
4.2 Modeling and Problem Definition
We present our models following which we define the problems we tackle in this work.
Example 2. We have a set of fact-checking tasks to be completed by 12 individuals
with varying skills. We design questions to compute one skill per individual (e.g., on
the British royal wedding) and obtain the skill values: {2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 4, 9, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17}.
Each pair of individuals has an affinity that reflects how effectively they can collaborate





pairs of affinities forming
a complete graph. We show a subset of that graph in Table 4.1 where each worker is
identified by her skill. Our goal is to divide the workers into three equi-sized groups
of four members each.
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Table 4.1 Partial Affinity Table for Example 2
member 2 3 1 5 6 4 9 8 10 12 14 17
2 - 20 - - - - 3 - - - 11 17
3 20 - 13 - - - 17 - - - 11 4
1 - 13 - - - - 10 - - - 14 21
. . .
17 17 4 21 - - - - - - - 6 -
4.2.1 Modeling
Group. A group is a set of individuals who will complete a task together. The
group size is constant throughout task completion.
Skill. Each individual has an approximated skill reflecting an ability to perform
a task. We obtain skills from standard tests and questionnaires to assess expertise
level. Other approaches such as inferring skills from completed tasks [106], are also
possible.
Affinity. Between every pair of individuals working on a task, affinity captures
how well they get along. We express affinity as a similarity measure (higher values
are better). We assume affinity satisfies triangle inequality [72]. Group affinity is the
aggregation of affinities between its members.
Learning Potential. We define the learning potential between two individuals
as the difference between their skill values. The learning potential is not a metric since
for the person with the higher skill value, we set it to 0 [3, 4]. The learning potential
for a group is the sum of learning potentials of its members.
We have a set of n individuals who are working on a collaborative task. Each wi
has a skill value wsi ∈ R ≥ 0 representing an ability to complete a task. Our goal is to
group them into k equi-sized groups such that the aggregated learning potential and
affinity of the groups are maximized. Before formalizing the problem, we investigate
variants of learning potential and affinity.
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Learning Potential Models Intuitively, the higher the learning potential of a
group, the more likely its members will learn from each other. We examine two
definitions.
Learning Potential - Diameter. We define LpD as the difference in skills
between the most skilled and the least skilled members. This reflects that for a
group, we are interested in maximizing the highest learning potential of the least






In Example 2, if we create the following three groups (we use a member’s skill
to represent her). G = {g1 = (2, 3, 1, 5), g2 = (6, 4, 9, 8), g3 = (10, 12, 14, 17)} then,
LpD(g1) = 5 − 1 = 4, LpD(g2) = 9 − 4 = 5, and LpD(g3) = 17 − 10 = 7. The
aggregated learning potential of the grouping G is 16.
Learning Potential - All. We define LpA as the sum of differences between








(wsj − wsi ) (4.2)
Given the previous grouping, we can compute G = {g1 = (2, 3, 1, 5), g2 =
(6, 4, 9, 8), g3 = (10, 12, 14, 17)}, LpA(g1) = |1 − 2| + |1 − 3| + |1 − 5| + |2 − 3| +
|2 − 5| + |3 − 5| = 13, LpA(g2) = 17, and LpA(g3) = 23. The aggregated learning
potential of the grouping under LpA is 53.
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Affinity Models It is important to look at the effect of affinity on learning
since members with higher affinities are likely to learn better from each other and
collaborate more effectively [43, 90, 104]. We examine two affinity variants.
Affinity - Diameter. We can formalize affinity as a complete graphG = (V,E)
where V is the set of n individuals and E contains weighted edges that correspond
to the affinity between every pair of them. In this case, affinity satisfies triangle
inequality. We refer to this case as AffD and define the affinity of a group as the
minimum pairwise affinity of all its members as follows:
AffD(g) = min
wi,wj∈g
aff (wi, wj) (4.3)
According to Example 2, if g = {2, 12, 14} then
AffD(g) = min{aff (2, 12), aff (2, 14), aff (12, 14)}, i.e., 4.
Affinity - Center. Affinity can also be defined based on the relationship
between one member and all others. We refer to that as AffC and capture it as a




aff (wD, wj) (4.4)
AffC captures the cases where the designated member is the least skilled or the
most skilled. Similarly to AffD, in Example 2, if g = {2, 12, 14} and the group center
is 14 then AffC(g) = min{aff (2, 14), aff (12, 14)} which corresponds to aff (12, 14) =
6.
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For instance, when the task is collaborative fact-checking (e.g., check facts
related to the British royal wedding), LpA reflects that each group member will
learn from other members with higher skills and AffD captures agreement between
the most two disagreeing members in the group. When LpA is combined with AffC,
we can capture a task such as text editing where group members collaborate to correct
grammar and spelling mistakes in text. In that case, one can intuitively assume that
each group member will learn from other members with higher skills and that everyone
must have affinity with the highest skilled member. Another example, AffD LpD
captures a task where group members are asked to produce facts they believe to be
true. In that case, the least skilled member learns from all others and all get along
when stating facts.
4.2.2 Problem Definition
Given a set W = {w1, ..., wn} of individuals with their corresponding skill values
wsi , our goal is to form a grouping G that contains k equi-sized groups g1, g2, ..., gk














where LP(gi) (resp. Aff (gi)) refers to any of the learning potential (resp.
affinity) definitions above.
Since the two objectives are incompatible with one another, our problem
qualifies as multi-objective. Upon examining the learning potential expressions, we
notice that these are polynomial time solvable problems, simply because the primary
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Table 4.2 Aff-* Lp-* NP-Hardness And Technical Results
Problem Algo. Approx. Time
(AffC LpD) GrAffC-LpD exact LpD, 3 AffC O(klogn + nlogk)
(AffC LpA) GrAffC-LpA exact LpD, 3 AffD O(nlogn)
(AffD LpD) GrAffD-LpD exact LpA, 6 AffC O(klogn + nlogk)
(AffD LpA) GrAffD-LpA exact LpA, 6 AffD O(nlogn)
operation that these problems require is sorting. We present exact algorithms for
the two learning potential problems in Section 4.3.1. The complexity of our problem
lies within the affinity structure and the group size constraint. One way to solve our
bi-objective optimization problem is therefore to transform it into a single-objective














where OptLP is the optimal solution for learning potential maximization.
Essentially, we are interested in finding a solution for the affinity objective on the
Pareto front, that has the highest learning potential. In Section 4.4, we present
approximation algorithms that find a feasible grouping (that maximizes learning
potential) and offer provable constant approximation for affinities.
4.3 Optimization
In this section, we first study how to optimize each of our two objectives individually,
learning potential and affinity, and in the last subsection we begin studying our bi-
objective optimizations by translating them into constrained optimization problems.
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This exercise has many benefits - (a) it offers a deeper understanding of the individual
problems and (b) it provides perspective on how to combine them and design scalable
solutions with provable guarantees (refer to Section 4.4).
4.3.1 Optimizing Learning Potential
Our algorithmic endeavor begins by first describing solutions to group formation
that maximize learning potential (LP) alone. Once we obtain the optimal LP value,
we use that as a constraint when optimizing affinity (Equation 4.6 in Section 4.2.2).
Fortunately, both LP problems are computationally tractable, and we present efficient
algorithms that form a grouping with exact solutions. While different, our algorithms
are designed in the same spirit as those designed to solve the value-based group
formation [3] and the p-percentile partitioning problem [4]. A central idea to those
algorithms is to create a grouping based on sorting group members on skill values.
Learning Potential LpD We want to form k groups that maximize the aggregated
learning potential which in LpD is the maximum pairwise skill difference (Equation 4.4).
LpD of a group is always determined by a single pair of its members, the least skilled
and the most skilled ones. Therefore, if we have to form a single group, we just need
to select the most and least skilled members and make them part of that group. The
other members in the group could be any as their participation does not increase or
decrease the LpD value. This seemingly simple logic sufficiently extends to forming
k groups. To form k groups, we need to find two buckets with a total of 2k people,
the most skilled bucket containing the k highest skilled workers (the i-worker in that
bucket is referred to as ws.highi ), and the least skilled bucket containing the k least
skilled workers (the i-worker in that bucket is referred to as ws.lowi ). We can then
form k pairs by grouping one member in the least skilled bucket with one in the most
skilled bucket and placing them in the same group. The remaining n − 2k workers
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can be distributed arbitrarily across the k groups, while keeping the group size the
same (pseudo-code in Algorithm 2).
Applied to Example 2, this is akin to forming the least skilled bucket with
participants of skill values {1, 2, 3}, the most skilled one with values {12, 14, 17}, and
forming three pairs, each one representing a group of size two, by pairing members
across the buckets. We can state the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Any pairing across the least skilled and most skilled buckets produces
the optimal aggregated value for LpD.
Proof. Consider the set of k least skilled members and k most skilled members. It
is easy to see that changing the assignment of the least skilled members would not
change the overall sum of the skill difference. LpD of the grouping is:
OPTLpD = (ws.high1 − ws.low1 ) + (w
s.high
2 − ws.low2 )+
. . .+ (ws.highk − ws.lowk )
Indeed, any possible grouping across the buckets over these 2k members will not affect
the sum, and thus the LpD value.
Based on Theorem 3, we can state that multiple groupings maximize the LpD
value. This corollary is important, because it provides intuition on the challenges
that arise when combining affinity with learning potential.
Corollary 3.1. There are k!×(n−2k)!(n/k−2)!k possible groupings to maximize LpD.
Proof. The members in the highest and the lowest skilled buckets could be paired in k!
groupings. The remaining (n−2k) members are to be placed over (n/k−2) positions
in each group, and a total over k groups. This gives rise to k!×(n−2k)!(n/k−2)!k groupings.
Lemma 1. Computing one optimal grouping for LpD takes O(n+ klogn).
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to maximize LpD
input: set of workers W , k
output: a grouping G, OPTLpD
procedure LpD(W,k)
OPTLpD← 0
create highest and lowest skill buckets with k workers each
G ← a set of k empty groups
for i in (1, ..., k) do
pick wm ∈ most skilled and wl ∈ least skilled
gi ← {wm, wl}
W ← W \ {wl, wm}
OPTLpD← OPTLpD + (wsm − wsl )
end for
while W is not empty do




Learning Potential LpA The LpA of a group is the sum of skill differences
between every member with every other more skilled member (Equation 4.3). The
LpA of a set of k groups is the sum over the LpA of each group. What becomes
intuitively apparent is that if one has to form one group to maximize LpA, one should
always group the most skilled member with the remaining less skilled ones. This logic
extends to creating k groups by sorting members on skills (in increasing or decreasing
order), and creating n/k buckets, each with k members. To form a group of size n/k,
we choose a member from each bucket and repeat this process k times.
Using Example 2, this is akin to sorting the skills of the participants and forming
a total of four buckets:
{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 14, 17}
We form the first group by arbitrarily selecting one member from each of these four
buckets, for example, those with skills {1, 4, 8, 12}. Then we repeat the process twice
to get the two other groups, e.g., {2, 5, 9, 14} and {3, 6, 10, 17}.
This algorithm turns out to be optimal - moreover, just like for LpD, all possible
groupings across n/k buckets are permissible and will produce the same optimal LpA
value.
Theorem 4. Any grouping across the n/k buckets produces the optimal aggregated
value for LpA.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of LpD. Consider a grouping that we
get by running the above algorithm. We sort the members based on their skill values
and we create x buckets. The first k workers will go into the first bucket and so
on. We create a group by choosing one member of each bucket. After k iterations,
we obtain our grouping. Without loss of generality, assume that the highest skilled
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member of group i has the skill value of Si and the other members have sji where j
denotes the bucket that this member has been chosen from. Consider the grouping
G = {g1 = (S1, s11, s21), g2 = (S2, s12, s22), . . . , gk = (Sk, s1k, s2k)}. We can show that
swapping two members from the same bucket will not change the LpA optimal value.
Without loss of generality, consider a new grouping G′ where the position of sji and
sji′ is swapped. Now consider the LpA value for G and G′. We can show that the







(Si − sji ) (4.7)
In the Equation (4.7), the only difference between G and G′ is in group i and i′. More
accurately, we need to show that (Si − sji ) + (Si′ − s
j
i′) in the grouping G is equal to
(Si − sji′) + (Si′ − s
j
i ). It’s easy to see that these two are identical; hence the proof.
Corollary 4.1. There are k!n/k possible groupings for LpA.
Lemma 2. Computing one optimal grouping for LpA takes O(nlogn).
4.3.2 Optimizing Affinity
Since we express affinity as similarity, optimizing it amounts to minimizing distance.
AffC takes the affinity graph over n members and a subset of k members as centers
(teachers) as input, and intends to partition the remaining n−k members into k equi-
sized groups such that the sum of the radii (maximum distance between the center
and a member in each group) is minimized. AffD, on the other hand, only takes
the affinity graph over n members and k to partition the members into k equi-size
groups, such that, the sum of the diameters (diameter of a group is the maximum
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pairwise distance in the group) of the grouping is minimized. We first present some
theoretical results on the hardness of these two problems.
Even though it intuitively appears that AffC is an easier problem than AffD,
both problems are NP-hard. The hardness of AffC is due to the group size
constraint.
Theorem 5. The decision version of the AffC problem in NP-Complete.
Proof. (sketch) It is easy to see that the problem is in NP. To prove the NP-hardness,
the reduction is straightforward (there is a one-to-one correspondence) if we consider
the uniform p-centered min-max partition problem as the source problem, which is
proved to be NP-hard [73] for general graphs.
Theorem 6. The decision version of the AffD problem is NP-Complete.
Proof. For simplicity, we consider a simpler scenario, where affinity (distance) is
binary - 0/1.
For this binary scenario, the decision version of the Affinity-All problem is as
follows: given a set of n members, is there a grouping of k equal sized groups, such
that the sum of diameters of the grouping is k?
It is easy to see that the problem is in NP. To prove NP-hardness, we use the
well-known exact cover by 3-Sets (X3C) for reduction. The decision version of X3C is
as follows: given a finite set X with |X| = 3q elements and a collection C of 3-element
subsets of X, does C contain an exact cover for X, that is, a sub-collection C ′ ⊆ C,
where C ′ contains exactly q subsets, such that every element of X occurs in exactly
one member of C ′?
Given an instance of X3C, we reduce it to an instance of AffD in the following
way: Each element in X is a member. Therefore, the total number of members
n = 3q. The affinity graph is a weighted complete graph among the n members and
it involves adding edge weights between every pair of members. Each subset of three
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elements in C represents three nodes in this graph, and the edge weights between them
gets the value 1. This is a polynomial time operation and the number of operations
involved in this is the size of C. After that, we need to resolve all the edge weights
that are across the subsets. For that, we start considering all the triangles with some
unresolved edge weights.
There are three possible scenarios to handle in this process: (1) all three edges
unresolved, (2) one edges unresolved, (3) one edge unresolved. For the first case, we
can safely add the weight of 0 to each of such edge (this happens when the subsets are
fully disjoint). For the second scenario (this happens when two nodes in the triangle
are part of the same subset but the third node is part of a different subset), one of
the unresolved edges gets 1 and the other gets 0. Finally, for the third scenario (this
happens when one member in the triangle is part of both subsets), the unresolved






time. After completing this step, we will have assigned all the edge weights in
the affinity graph. It could be shown that the affinity graph constructed this way
satisfies triangle inequality.
After that, we set k = q. Now, the reduction is complete. Notice that X3C
≤P AffD. There exists a solution to the X3C problem if and only if a solution to
our instance of AffD problem exists with the total diameter value q (or k). This
completes the proof.
4.3.3 Optimizing Affinity with Learning Potential as a Constraint
Finally, we turn our attention to studying the four constrained optimization problems,
with the objective to optimize affinity, while satisfying the learning potential value
obtained from the algorithms in Section 4.3.1. Since affinity is modeled as a distance,
our goal is to minimize that distance, considering the underlying affinity structure.
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Recall that LpD and LpA are polynomial-time problems and that we presented exact
solutions for both in the previous section. To ease exposition, we will henceforth call
the optimal values obtained for the LP problems as Lp-* (it is either LpD or LpA).
Our focus now is to study how to optimize Aff-* (AffC or AffD), with Lp-* as
constraints.
Theorem 7. The decision versions of Aff-* Lp-* problems are NP-Complete.
Proof. The proof is straightforward.
Our technical deep dive into these four problems is described in Section 4.4.
We develop greedy algorithms that are extremely lean in computational time with
constant approximation factors. Table 4.2 summarizes the four problem variants and
our technical results.
4.4 Constrained Optimization
We now present a suite of algorithms with theoretical guarantees to solve the four
different variants of optimizing affinity with learning potential as a constraint. As
our problems are NP-hard, we develop approximation algorithms that are scalable
and bear theoretical guarantees. Our results are summarized in Table 4.2.
Our algorithms are greedy and use the following intuition: Lp-* problems are
first solved and these solutions produce an intermediate grouping that has the optimal
LP values. Our algorithms start from these solutions and greedily choose the rest of
the members to output the final grouping that is guaranteed to have optimal LP
values and provable constant approximation factors for affinity.
4.4.1 Algorithm for AffC LpD
Our discussion of LpD in Section 4.3.1 stated that only 2k members (k most skilled
and k least skilled) are needed to produce the optimal grouping. Our proposed
Algorithm GrAffC-LpD starts from there (recall Algorithm 2) - that is, it first
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identifies the 2k members which will guarantee the optimal LpD value (thereby
satisfying the constraint of the optimization problem). These outputs are referred
to as boundary members. That means, two members in each group are decided by
now and a total of 2k members are decided for the grouping. In each group, the
highest skilled member is the teacher and acts as the center for that group since
AffC is formalized as the maximum distance between that member and anyone else
in the group. The rest of the grouping is performed in a greedy manner. For the
remaining n−2k members, all we have to do is assign them to their respective closest
center. Since each group has a size constraint, this greedy assignment may lead to
sub-optimality - since for a member wi, the group with the closest distance between
its center and wi may have reached its size and wi may need to be assigned to a group
such that the distance between wi and its center ci is larger (potentially worsening the
AffC value). But as we shall prove later, this greedy assignment cannot be arbitrarily
worse, since affinity between members satisfies triangle inequality (pseudo-code in
Algorithm 3).
Going back to Example 2, based on GrAffC-LpD, initially we will have the
following partial grouping : g1 = {1, 12}, g2 = {2, 17}, g3 = {3, 14}. After that,
Algorithm GrAffC-LpD greedily adds two more members in each group that are
not yet part of any group. For example, for g1, it will add the member who has the
highest affinity with 12 and the process will repeat.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm GrAffC-LpD
input: a set W of n participants, k groups
output: a grouping G
B = Call LpD(W,k)
C = the k highest skilled members in B that are k centers
Assign wi ∈ {W −B} to the closest center cj s.t., |gj| ≤ n/k
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𝛼1 + 𝛼2 + 𝛼3 ≥ 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 + 𝛽3
𝛼1 ≤ 𝛽1, 𝛼2 ≤ 𝛽2, 𝛼3 ≥ 𝛽1, 𝛼3 ≥ 𝛽2, 𝛼3 ≥ 𝛽3
Figure 4.3 Upper bound of approximation factor for GrAffC-LpD.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume a worst case scenario of three groups
as shown in Figure 4.3, where members p1, p2, p3 dictate the AffC score of these
three groups that are centered around c2,c3,c1, respectively. Because of the greedy
assignment, p1 is assigned to the center c2, p2 is assigned to c3, but at the end
because of the size constraints p3 gets a really bad assignment of c1. Distance between
p1 and c2, i.e., d(p1, c2) = α1, similarly d(p2, c3) = α2, and d(p3, c1) = α3. The
optimal assignment would have given rise to a different assignment though (as shown
in the dotted line), where p1 ∈ c1, p2 ∈ c2, p3 ∈ c3. d(p1, c1) = β1, d(p2, c2) = β2,
and d(p3, c3) = β3. Let OPT denote the optimum AffC value, such that OPT =
β1 + β2 + β3. Of course, α1 + α2 + α3 ≥ β1 + β2 + β3. But it is easy to notice that
α3 ≤ (α1 + β1 + α2 + β2 + β3) (4.8)
α3 ≤ (2β1 + 2β2 + β3) (4.9)
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Because of the triangle inequality, this is indeed true, α1 + β1 ≤ 2β1 (because
α1 ≤ β1 what the greedy algorithm GrAffC-LpD will ensure. Therefore, we can
write that,
α1 + α2 + α3 ≤ (3β1 + 3β2 + β3) (4.10)
≤ 3(β1 + β2 + β3) (4.11)
≤ 3×OPT (4.12)
It is easy to notice that this argument easily extends to an arbitrary number of
groups; hence the proof.
Corollary 8.1. Running time of GrAffC-LpD is O(klogn+ nlogk)
4.4.2 Algorithm for AffC LpA
The idea of this greedy algorithm GrAffC-LpA is similar to the previous one, that is
start with the partial grouping that LpA returns. However, unlike LpD, LpA creates
a set of n/k buckets (or partitions) (see Section 4.3.1) that dictate that forming an
intra-partition group is forbidden, and any possible inter-partition groups will result
in the same optimal LpA value. In fact, as Corollary 4.1 suggests, there are (k!)n/k
possible groupings that yield the optimal LpA value. The challenge is to find one
grouping that optimizes affinity.
GrAffC-LpA begins by invoking the LpA procedure to compute n/k buckets
that are sorted in increasing order of skills. It selects the teachers as the k members in
the last buckets (they are the centers and they have the k highest skills). After that,
GrAffC-LpA operates in a greedy fashion. For the remaining n − k members, it
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follow a similar approach as Algorithm GrAffC-LpD. At each iteration, it chooses
a member from the bucket and assigns it to the closest center. In Example 2, we
create a total of four buckets:
{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 14, 17}
Next, we assign each high skilled member in the last bucket to a group and consider
them as centers. As an example, g1 = {12}, g2 = {14}, and g3 = {17}. Next, for the
members of the first bucket, based on their affinities, 1 is assigned to g1, 2 to g3, and
3 to g2. The process continues until all the buckets are empty.
Since each group has a size constraint, this greedy assignment may lead to
sub-optimality - as it happened in GrAffC-LpD. However, this greedy assignment
cannot be arbitrarily worse, because affinity between members satisfies triangle
inequality.
Theorem 9. Algorithm GrAffC-LpA accepts a 3 approximation factor for AffC.
Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 8, since the two algorithms follow the same
exact process.
Corollary 9.1. Running time of Algorithm GrAffC-LpA is O(nlogn).
4.4.3 Algorithms for AffD Lp-*
There is an interesting relationship between AffC and AffD that merits further
delineation. In the AffC problem, we want to minimize the distance from a center
to the farthest member in the group (i.e., minimizing the radii). In AffD, we do not
have any member as the center, rather we are interested to form groups to minimize
the maximum distance (i.e., the diameter). The next theorem states that any solution
for the former problem is a solution for the latter that is at most two times worse.
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Based on that, the greedy algorithms in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 could be used to solve
AffD,Lp-* problems. We refer to these algorithms as GrAffD-LpD and GrAffD-
LpA, respectively for the AffD LpD and AffD LpA problems. GrAffD-LpD
is identical to GrAffC-LpD, and GrAffD-LpA is identical to GrAffC-LpA
operationally. Their respective running times are the same as their counterparts.
Theorem 10. Any solution for AffC gives a 2 approximate solution for AffD.
Proof. Consider a solution to AffC. Consider that for a group gi, the distance from
the center ci to the farthest member is αi. Assume that wi is the member with
this distance equal to αi. Based on the triangle inequality, we can easily show that
in the worst case, there is another member wj ∈ gi where d(wi, wj) < d(wi, ci) +
d(wj, ci) < 2× αi. Hence, any algorithm that solves AffC also solves AffD with a
2 approximation factor.
Corollary 10.1. Algorithms GrAffD-LpD and
GrAffD-LpA have a 6 approximation factor for AffD.
Proof. Proofs are direct derivatives of Theorem 10.
4.5 Experimental Evaluations
Our experimental effort goes in two directions. In Section 4.5.1, we involve actual
human workers and collaborative tasks. In the remaining three subsections, we
describe synthetic data experiments.
4.5.1 Real Data Experiments
These experiments examine if affinity brings added utility in peer learning. They
are designed for collaborative fact-checking and fact-learning and involve Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers in three stages: 1) pre-task skill assessment, 2) task
completion in a group, and 3) post-task completion skill assessment.
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Experimental setup and design. We design four HITs for the four variants
of our problem that consider both AFF and LP, as well as four additional HITS that
only consider LP (without AFF), a model similar to [3]. We recruit 100 workers
from AMT who are redirected to an internal website. Each HIT contains the three
aforementioned stages. One of our fact-checking tasks is about the British royal
family. These experiments are run in three different stages. We first run a pre-
task skill test to assess the skills of each worker using eight true/false questions
for which we know the true answer. We set questionnaires for that purpose. Next
stage, we set up a collaborative document that contains five facts about the royal
family and where workers in the same group can collaborate, comment, and edit.
Workers are asked to discuss if these facts are true, and provide further evidence
that support their answer. Finally, each worker takes a post-task completion skill
test that is again eight true/false questions on the royal family. We also explicitly
ask each worker what they have learned by completing that task. We design similar
studies for fact-learning, where workers have to actually propose facts with supporting
evidence. To keep this experiment tractable, we form groups of size three and run
three different samples of the same experiment. This also allows us to analyze results
with statistical significance. We pay each worker $2, if all three stages are completed.
Each experiment must run over a window of 24 hours to account for differences in
time.
Affinity calculation. For simplicity, we capture affinity as the Euclidean
distance between their socio-demographic data (specifically, age, country, education)
obtained from AMT. There exists other sophisticated measures such as MBTI tests
for project-based learning [90]. We nevertheless note that the simple measures that
we have used have been shown to be useful affinity indicators [104].
Evaluation criteria. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of affinity in peer













































Figure 4.4 Skill improvement with and without affinity in LpD (a) and LpA (b).
task completion, and refer to that as skill improvement. We also measure the average
number of comments in each group and the quality of contributions. These two
criteria help us interpret worker engagement and skill improvement.
Summary of results. We compare with and without affinity counterparts for
each problem variant (e.g., AffC LpD with LpD). Our results confirm that affinity
improves learning potential substantially with statistical significance. Figure 4.4(a)
contains the average skill improvement comparison of LpD with and without affinity
and shows the important role of affinity. This is consistent with LpA (Figure 4.4(b)).
We also observe that LpA has higher improvements, possibly because facts have many
facets that one learns from more skillfull peers. Additionally, Figure 4.5 presents two
sample interactions between two workers during task completion. In the first question,
Worker 2 provides a new piece of information about the Queen, which is set as one
of the questions in the post-task skill assessment. This additional information helps
Worker 1 improve her skill during post-task assessment.
Finally, we anecdotally observe that higher learning potential yields higher
quality task outcomes. On average, quality (computed as the average number of
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The Queen does not need a passport to 
travel 
True or False ?
• Worker 1: True. All British Passports are 
issued in the Name of Her Majesty, The 
Queen.
• Worker 2 : I found an article which agrees 
with your findings. Fun fact: she also 
doesn’t need a driver’s license or a 
license plate on her car.
Members of the royal family have to 
accept absolutely all gifts.
• Worker 1 : (Mostly false; Large true in 
practice.) While I couldn’t find any law 
requiring the Royals to accept all gifts. 
• Worker 2 : I found an article which says 
they make a list of all gifts they receive 
throughout the year and release it 
publicly. In addition, they donate many of 
their gifts.
Figure 4.5 Sample of worker interactions with each other.
facts correctly identified by the groups), is higher for groups built with affinity (4.3
facts out of 5 are correct), compared to their counterparts built without affinity (3.9
out of 5).
4.5.2 Synthetic Experiments Setup
These experiments evaluate the qualitative guarantees and the scalability of our
algorithms. All algorithms are implemented in Python 3.6 using Intel Core i7 4GHz
CPU and 16GB of memory and Windows operating system. All numbers are averages
of 10 runs.
Implemented Algorithms. The closest works to ours [3, 4] do not consider affinity
and cannot be used for synthetic data experiments. Hence, we implement three
additional baselines:
Optimal. We formalize the ILP solution using the below formulation. It’s
easy to implement this formulation in any Linear Programming software. For this
















xi,j ∗ xi,m ∗ Aff(wj, wm),∀i = 1 . . . k
n∑
j=1
xi,j = n/k, ∀i = 1 . . . k
xi,j = 0/1 (i = 1...k & j = 1 . . . n)
The rationale behind implementing ILP is to demonstrate that the theoretical
approximation factors of our algorithms hold in practice. Since ILP is NP-hard, the
algorithm does not terminate beyond k = 3 and n = 50.
Baseline-1 (clustering-based). This baseline is motivated by the popular
k-means algorithm. It starts with a random grouping and greedily swaps members
across groups as long as that improves affinity, while satisfying group size. Once the
grouping converges based on affinity, we check if it satisfies the optimum learning
potential value (which could be derived efficiently in polynomial time). If not, we
perform another set of swaps to move members across the groups until we find a
grouping that reaches the optimal learning value.
Baseline-2. This is a simpler and efficient baseline. It first solves the learning
potential problem and finds the seed members in each group that dictate the optimal
learning value. The rest of the members are assigned randomly to groups by
considering group size.
These solutions are compared with four of our algorithms GrAffC-LpD,
GrAffC-LpA, GrAffD-LpD, GrAffD-LpA (refer to Section 4.4, whenever
applicable).
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Experimental Setup. We simulate a group of workers with two functions that
capture the relationship between skill and affinity. Specifically, there are two random
number generators, one produces the skill of each member and the other generates
pairwise affinities that satisfy triangle inequality.
We consider two skill and affinity distributions: (a) Normal, where the mean
and standard deviations are set to µ = 100, σ = 20, respectively; (b) Zipf, where the
value of the exponent α is set to 1.5.
Parameters: We vary n (the total number of individuals), k (the number of
groups), and the skill and affinity distributions.
Summary of Results. 1. Our algorithms exhibit tighter approximation factors
than the bounds we proved. Our algorithms also outperform the two baselines.
2. The approximation factors of the algorithms with a Normal skill distribution are
better than Zipf.
3. All algorithms are highly scalable considering up to 106 members and 160 groups
and only take seconds to run.
Table 4.3 Approximation Factors
Algo. Parameters App. Factor
(GrAffC-LpD)
[n = 15, k = 3] 1.13(0.12)
[n = 50, k = 3] 1.23(0.02)
(GrAffC-LpA)
[n = 15, k = 3] 1.04(0.07)
[n = 50, k = 3] 1.02(0.03)
(GrAffD-LpD)
[n = 15, k = 3] 1.21(0.14)
[n = 50, k = 3] 1.31(0.04)
(GrAffD-LpA)
[n = 15, k = 3] 1.18(0.11)
[n = 50, k = 3] 1.19(0.12)
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4.5.3 Quality Experiments (Synthetic)
We assess quality by measuring the approximation factor and the objective function
value. Both of these are described considering affinity, per our problem definition. LP
values are always optimal (as the algorithms for LP are exact). Default parameter
setting. Unless otherwise stated, k is set to 25 and n to 1000.
Comparison against ILP: Table 4.3 presents the approximation factor of the
four algorithms on a small dataset generated from Normal Distribution. For all the
four algorithms, the approximation factor in practice is very tight and the deviation
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(d) AffD LpA
Figure 4.6 Aff-* Lp-* values varying n for Normal distribution.
Varying n : Figure 4.6 reports the results of varying n for Normal distribution.
Of course, ILP does not scale beyond n = 50, but it is easy to notice that for all
the cases we could compare, our greedy solutions attain a very tight approximation
factor (close to 1.5). Figure 4.7 shows the affinity values for Zipf distribution. Similar
observations hold. Our proposed algorithms perform significantly better.
There are two interesting observations in both Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Firstly, the
grouping generated by our algorithm attains smaller objective value as the number
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(d) AffD LpA
Figure 4.7 Aff-* Lp-* values varying n for Zipf distribution.
growth of objective value as the number of workers increases. This is not the case for
the Zipfian distributed data. We conjecture that this is caused by the skew in the
values generated from the Zipfian distribution. Some values are very large and others
are vary small. Another important factor is that the data sampled from a Zipfian
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(d) AffD LpA
Figure 4.8 Aff-* Lp-* values varying k for Normal distribution.
Varying k : Figures 4.8 and 4.9 present the results of varying k for Normal
and Zipf distributions. The ILP for k = 5 is ran on n = 50. Our presented algorithms
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consistently outperform the other baselines. We observe that the change in k affects
the objective value significantly more than change in the number of workers (n). We
believe this is because larger k signifies more centers to assign workers to. Remember
in Algorithm 3, we need to assign workers to the closest center. This means for larger
values of k, we would diverge from the optimal solution easier. In fact, k impacts our
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(d) AffD LpA
Figure 4.9 Aff-* Lp-* values varying k for Zipf distribution.
4.5.4 Scalability Experiments (Synthetic)
We measure running times and compare with Baseline-1. We exclude ILP since it
does not scale, and Baseline-2 since it produces inferior objective values. Running
time is reported in seconds.
Default parameter settings. We found that Normal and Zipf skill distri-
butions have identical running times for each variant of Aff-* Lp-* problems. We
also note that, as proved in Section 4.4.3, the running time of AffD is identical to
that of AffC, considering their respective Lp-* counterparts. Therefore, we only
present results for Aff-* LpD and Aff-* LpA. We vary n and k with defaults set
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(d) AffD LpA
Figure 4.10 Scalability results for Aff-* Lp-*
Results. Figure 4.10 presents results. Our algorithms are highly scalable and
take seconds only. The algorithms run linearly with varying n and k which confirms
our theoretical analysis.
4.6 Conclusion
We examine online group formation where members seek to increase their learning
potential via task completion with two learning models and affinity structures.
We formalize the problem of forming a set of k groups with the purpose of
optimizing peer learning under different affinity structures and propose constrained
optimization formulations. We show the hardness of our problems and develop four
scalable algorithms with constant approximation factors. Our experiments with
real workers demonstrate that considering affinity structures drastically improves
learning potential, and our synthetic data experiments corroborate the qualitative
and scalability aspects of our algorithms. Our work studies computational aspects
and relates to team formation and computer-supported learning.
Team formation was first studied to form a single group with one objective
and later a 2-approximation algorithm was proposed for bi-criteria team formation in
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social networks [72]. In [14, 15], Anagnostopoulos et al. propose online algorithms for
the balanced social task assignment problem. Capacitated assignment was studied
in a follow up work [79]. Generalized density sub-graph algorithms were later
proposed [107]. [112, 104] study the problem of forming teams for task assignment
considering affinity. In [110], the hardness of forming groups to optimize group
satisfaction is studied under different group satisfaction semantics.
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). Social science
has a long history of studying non-computational aspects of computer-supported
collaborative learning [33, 36]. With the development of online educational platforms
(such as, Massive Open Online Courses or MOOCs), several parameters were
identified for building effective teams: (1) individual and group learning and social
goals, (2) interaction processes and feedbacks [119], (3) roles that determine the nature
and group idiosyncrasy [36].
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CHAPTER 5
DIVERSIFYING RECOMMENDATIONS ON SEQUENCES OF SETS
5.1 Introduction
Our goal is to develop an algorithmic framework for inter and intra session diversities
in tandem with the goal to recommend k sessions to a user, with a small number l of
relevant items in each, yielding a total of N = k× l items. Intra and inter diversities
can be either minimized or maximized which gives rise to a bi-objective formalism
to express four problem variants (Section 5.2.2). To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first attempt to combine set and sequence diversities, two problems
extensively studied individually in search and recommendation [16, 29, 1, 135, 131,
130, 123, 102, 91, 95, 44, 59, 60, 133, 105].
Our second contribution is theoretical. We first study each of the intra
and inter diversity optimization problems individually and find that irrespective
of minimization or maximization, the inter problem is NP-hard (Section 5.2.3).
We also prove that the intra minimization problem can be optimally solved in
polynomial time. However, the complexity of each bi-objective problem remains
NP-hard (because inter-optimization is NP-hard).
Our third contribution is algorithmic (Section 5.3). We design principled
solutions with provable guarantees for intra and inter problems individually. Algorithm
Ex-Min-Intra runs in O(NlogN) time and produces an exact solution of the
Min-Intra problem. For Min-Inter and Max-Inter, algorithms Ap-Min-Inter and
Ap-Max-Inter achieve 4 − 2/k- and 12 -approximation factors, respectively. We
also design an efficient 12−1/k -approximation algorithm Ap-Max-Intra to solve the
Max-Intra problem.
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Additionally, we investigate an alternative formulation (Section 5.2.4) of all
four problems to a corresponding constrained optimization problem, with the goal of
obtaining one point from the Pareto front. The idea is to optimize inter diversity,
subject to constraining intra diversity. The constraint on intra is obtained by solving
the Intra optimization first. There exists more than one benefit to this approach.
First, in one of the two cases (i.e., Minimization) intra is tractable and easier to solve,
therefore, finding the optimal constraint value is computationally efficient. More
importantly, the constrained optimization problem aims at finding one point in the
Pareto front, which is perfectly acceptable, as the points in the Pareto front are
qualitatively indistinguishable (unless further information is available). When inter
problems are optimized subject to constraining intra, the combined solutions hold
guarantees for two out of the four problems (Section 5.3.4). Tables 5.2 and 5.3
summarize our theoretical and algorithmic results.
Our last contribution is experimental. We conduct 4 large-scale experiments:
two with human subjects (music playlist and task recommendation), the other two
with large real and simulated data. In music recommendation (Section 5.4.1), our
results highlight, with statistical significance, user satisfaction is higher when playlists
are recommended considering diversity and the preferred diversity scenario depends on
the underlying context. In task recommendation, our results show that the benefit of
diversification is more prominent for long sessions (contains 5 sets and 10 tasks per set
compared to shorter sessions that contain 3 sets and 3 tasks per set), as for those, our
algorithms achieve higher quality and worker satisfaction with statistical significance,
than a baseline with no diversity. (Section 5.4.2) investigates approximation factors
and the scalability of our algorithms against several non-trivial baselines. We observe
that in most cases, our algorithms produce approximation factors that are very close
to 1. For the cases where the approximation factor is slightly worse, the solution is
close to the optimal. Finally, we also observe that our approach is faster and highly
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scalable when varying the number of items and the number of sessions considering
different data distributions.
5.2 Formalism and Problem Analysis
For the purpose of illustration, we describe a simple running example on recom-
mending task sessions in crowdsourcing. Same example could be used for the
streaming music.
Table 5.1 Example of Task Recommendation in Crowdsourcing
Task Skill Reward Task Skill Reward Task Skill Reward
t1 0.5 0.3 t2 0.51 0.4 t3 0.54 0.49
t4 0.59 0.50 t5 0.6 0.23 t6 0.63 0.4
t7 0.69 0.1 t8 0.7 0.60 t9 0.79 0.36
t10 0.8 0.12 t11 0.89 0.55 t12 0.93 0.34
Example 3. Consider a set of N = 12 tasks, which are most relevant to a specific
worker. Table 5.1 shows two dimensions of these tasks. The first dimension is the
skill requirement of the task as provided by the requester. The second dimension is the
task reward. We want to recommend 4 (=k) sessions, each containing 3 (=l) tasks.
5.2.1 Data Model
Item. An item has a set of dimensions. tdi represents the d-th dimension of the i-th
item. Using Example 3, task t1 is represented by two dimensions, < 0.5, 0.30 >. In
the case of a song, examples of dimensions are artist, vibe, genre, etc.
Session. A session s consists of a set of l items that can be consumed in any
order.
Sequence. A sequence of sessions is an ordering of k sessions S =<
s1, s2, . . . , sk > where sessions are presented to a user one after another.
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Intra-Diversity. Given a dimension d, the diversity of a set of items in a
single session s is referred to as Intra and defined by capturing how each item in that





(tdi − µds)2 (5.1)
where tdi is the value of dimension d of item ti and µds is the average of d values of
items in session s. Intra essentially captures variance of a set of items for a dimension
d. Following Example 3, if the session s1 consists of {t1, t3, t5}, then Intraskill(s1) =
0.005.
Inter-Diversity. The diversity of items between two consecutive sessions is
referred to as Inter and is defined for two consecutive sessions for a dimension d as
follows:




which captures the difference between the average of two consecutive sessions. Given
S =< {t1, t3, t5}, {t2, t4, t6}, {t7, t8, t9} >, InterReward(S) = (0.34− 0.433)2 + (0.433−
0.35)2 = 0.015 using Example 3 .
Other set-based [1] and sequence-based [135] definitions exist and could be
considered in future work.
5.2.2 Problem Definitions
Given N items, we are interested in finding a sequence S =< s1, . . . , sk > of k
sessions, each consisting of l items. We consider four problem variants all of which
are instances of a general problem formalized as follows:
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Optimize-Intra, Optimize-Inter. Given a set of N items with two
dimensions of interest d and d′ on intra and inter respectively, we are interested
in creating a sequence S =< s1, ..., sk > of k sessions, each containing l items, s.t.












|S| = k, |si| = l, N = k × l
(5.3)
5.2.3 Problem Analysis
We analyze the complexity of intra and inter diversities. This exercise allows us to
analyze the nature of these problems and sheds light on designing principled solutions.
Intra Diversity Optimization
Theorem 11. Min-Intra is Polynomial time solvable.
Proof. Minimizing intra diversity is akin to grouping a set of points in a line to
produce the smallest aggregated variance. This requires sorting the points based on
the Intra dimension d and grouping every l points to create a session. Clearly, this is
polynomial time solvable.
Theorem 12. Optimizing Max-Intra is NP-Hard.
Proof. The proof of this theorem uses another claim that we prove later (Theorem 16).
This latter theorem formally proves that Max-Intra happens (i.e., ∑ki=1(Intra(si)) is
maximized) if the mean of each session is equal (or very close) to the global mean
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of all N items for the specific dimension d. Since groups have the same size l, the










To prove NP-hardness we reduce an instance of the k-Equal Subset Sum of
Equal Cardinality Problem (k-ESSEC) [31] to an instance of Max-Intra, as follows.
Given an instance of k-ESSEC with S = {a1, ..., aN} which are N positive integers
and k, we set the items ti = ai and k remains the same. A solution to the k-ESSEC
with k disjoint subsets, each with equal value sum(s1) = sum(s2) = . . . = sum(sk)




Inter Diversity Optimization The Inter diversity problem aims to find a
sequence of k sessions of length l that will optimize the aggregated Inter distance
computed on a dimension d over all k sessions in that sequence.
Theorem 13. Inter Problem (both Min and Max) is NP-Hard.
Proof. We show the NP-hardness for the Min-Inter case, and the maximization
works analogously. To prove the NP-hardness of the Min-Inter problem, we reduce
an instance of the known NP-hard problem Hamiltonian Path problem [49] to an
instance of the Min-Inter problem. Consider an instance of the Hamiltonian Path
problem with G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges.
Each node vi ∈ V represents l items with same value on the dimension of interest.
Essentially, these l items form a session. For assigning the inter-diversity of two
sessions, we first deal with the non-edges in G. For each edge (vi, vj) /∈ E, we set

































Figure 5.1 Reduction: Hamiltonian Path to the Inter problem.
edge (vi, vj) ∈ E, we create ||µsi − µsj || ≤ X. This creates an instance of Min-Inter
problem with |V | (i.e., k for Min-Inter) sessions, each with l items. Clearly, this
reduction can be done in polynomial time. Figure 5.1 shows such a reduction from
an example graph, where X = 15. Now a Hamiltonian Path exists in G, iff Min-Inter
value is < X2 × |V |.
Theorem 14. The bi-objective optimization problems combining intra and inter
diversity are all NP-Hard.
Proof. Consider one of the problem variations, Max-Intra-Min-Inter. Since both
multi-objective functions correspond to a NP-complete, we can easily argue that if
we have an algorithm to solve the bi-objective problem to optimality, then we can
replace one of the objective functions with a constant factor and solve the other
NP-hard problem optimally which is impossible.
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5.2.4 Modified Problem Definitions
As proved in Theorem 14, each of the four bi-objective optimization problems are
NP-hard. In fact two ((Min Inter, Max Intra) and (Max Inter, Max Intra)) out of the
four problems are NP-hard on both objectives. Upon careful investigation, we propose
an alternative formulation of each of these bi-objective problems to a corresponding
constrained optimization problem, with the goal of obtaining one point from the
Pareto front. The idea is to optimize inter diversity, subject to the constraint of intra
diversity. The constraint on Intra is obtained by solving the Intra optimization first.
There exists more than one benefit to this approach. First, in one of the two cases
(i.e., Minimization) Intra is tractable and easier to solve, therefore, coming up with
the optimal value of the constraint is computationally efficient. More importantly,
the constrained optimization problem aims at finding one point in the Pareto front,
which is perfectly acceptable, as the points in the Pareto front are qualitatively










|S| = k, |si| = l, N = k × l
(5.5)
where OPTIntra is the optimal solution of the Intra problem.
Using Example 3, the sequence
S =< {t5, t6, t7}, {t1, t2, t3}, {t9, t10, t11} >
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Table 5.2 Algorithms and Approximation Factors
Algorithm Running Time Approx Factor
Ex-Min-Intra O(NlogN) Exact
Ap-Max-Intra O(NlogN +Nl) 12−1/k
Ap-Min-Inter O(NlogN + k2 + logk) 4− 2/k
Ap-Max-Inter O(NlogN + k2 + logk) 1/2
minimizes the IntraSkill score but at the same time maximizes the InterReward score
whereas
S ′ =< {t1, t2, t3}, {t9, t10, t11}, {t5, t6, t7} >
minimizes the IntraSkill and minimizes the InterReward.
5.3 Optimization Algorithms
We design optimization algorithms for the intra and inter problems individually,
following which, we study how to solve the constrained optimization problem
(Equation 5.5). Table 5.2 summarizes our technical results.
5.3.1 Algorithm Min-Intra
The objective here is to design k sessions, each of length l, such that the aggregated
Intra diversity over the k sessions is minimized. Specifically, if there are l values
associated with a dimension in a session, the intra diversity is the variance of those
points that is to be minimized here.
With an abstract representation, once sorted, the dimension values of N items,
fall on a line, as shown in Figure 5.2. Therefore, if the aggregated variance is to be
minimized, it is intuitive that the sessions need to be formed by grouping l values




Figure 5.2 Sorted Intra-Diversity of skills.
Thus our proposed Exact-Min-Intra algorithm for minimizing intra diversity
first sorts the values of the dimension of interest. After that, it starts from the smallest
value and finds each consecutive l points to form a session.
Theorem 15. Algorithm Exact-Min-Intra is exact.
Proof. Let us assume that our algorithm does not produce an exact solution. That
means there exists another algorithm which produces a solution with smaller intra-
diversity than that of
Exact-Min-Intra. Suppose this other algorithm uses another way to create the
sessions. Of course, this is different from sorting the items in increasing value of
the dimension of interests and grouping each l of them starting from the smallest
one. However, that is a contradiction because then the latter algorithm will have
larger Min-Intra value, as l non-consecutive points will have higher variance than
consecutive ones. Hence the proof.
Lemma 3. Algorithm Exact-Min-Intra runs in O(NlogN).
Proof. Since the only required operation is sorting, the running time of the algorithm
will take O(NlogN).
5.3.2 Algorithm Max-Intra
As proved in Section 5.2.3, Max-Intra is NP-hard. What makes it computationally
intractable is that when the objective is to maximize variance, the search space has
to be combinatorially explored.
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We show that Max-Intra is optimized when all sessions have the same mean,
which is equal to the global mean µT . This proof is critical, as it helps us design our
solution. Theorem 16 has the formal statement.
Theorem 16. ∑ki=1(Intra(si)) is maximized when
µds1 = µ
d




Proof. The theorem states that the objective is maximized when the means of all
sessions are equal, which in turn are equal to the global mean. It is indeed true that








Our intention is to prove that ∑ki=1(Intra(si)) is maximized when this
aforementioned scenario occurs. For ease of exposition, we omit the superscript d
from the proof.
We do the proof by the method of contradiction. Consider two different sets of
k sessions, S and S ′. For S = s1, s2, . . . , sk, we have µs1 = 1l
∑
t∈s1 t and similarly for
other si ∈ S. For S ′ = s′1, s′2, . . . , s′k where





















t2i − l(µ2s1 + µ
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t2i − klµ2global (5.9)
According to our assumption, Intra(S) > Intra(S ′) this means that,
N∑
i=1
t2i − l(µ2s1 + µ
2






t2i − klµ2global (5.10)










which is a clear contradiction, hence the proof.
Algorithm: Theorem 16 provides a useful insight, that is, to maximize the
Intra, we need to form the k sessions in such a way that the means of all the sessions
are equal or very close to each other. Algorithm Ap-Max-Intra is iterative and greedy
and it relies on this principle to create sessions that satisfy this property. First, it
creates l bins, each has k different slots. Then, these bins are initialized in such a way
that each bin contains a subset of k items from the set of items. The final two steps
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𝑇 = {0.5,0.51,0.54,0.59,0.6,0.63,0.69 ,0.7,0.79,0.8,0.89,0.93}




Step 2: 𝑏+×- =
[0.5] [0.51] [0.54] [0.59]
[0.6] [0.63] [0.69] [0.7]
[0.79] [0.8] [0.89] [0.93]
Step 3:
𝑑 𝑏8 = max 0.68 − 0.59 , 0.68 − 0.5 = 0.18
𝑑 𝑏> = max 0.68 − 0.6 , 0.68 − 0.7 = 0.08
𝑑 𝑏? = max 0.68 − 0.79 , 0.68 − 0.93 = 0.25
Step 4: 𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒(𝑏>, 𝑏?)
0.5 0.51 0.54 0.59
0.6,0.93 0.63,0.89 0.69,0.8 0.7,0.79
Figure 5.3 Ap-Max-Intra steps on Example 3.
run in an iterative manner. In the third step, the algorithm scores the bins according
to a scoring function defined in Definition 1. Finally, it greedily merges two bins.
This process is repeated for l − 1 number of iterations.
Definition 1. (Score of the i-th bin:)
d(bi) = max{|µglobal − arg max
∀j
bij|, |µglobal − argmin
∀j
bij|}
To illustrate the solution further, bij represents the j-th slot in bin i, which
is kept as a placeholder for j-th session. To initialize the bins, we first sort the
items in an increasing order on the dimension of interests. Next, in the i-th bin
1 ≤ i ≤ l, we put the sorted items t(i)∗k+j in bij. Using Example 3, this amounts to
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creating 3 bins of tasks where b1 = {[t1], [t2], [t3], [t4]}, b2 = {[t5], [t6], [t7], [t8]}, and
b3 = {[t9], [t10], [t11], [t12]}. In step 3, each bin is scored, based on d(bi), as presented
in Definition 1. Then two bins i and j are merged that have the largest and smallest
score respectively. Going back to the Example 3, the scores are calculated as follows
d(b1) = 0.18 , d(b2) = 0.08, and d(b3) = 0.25 and b2 and b3 are merged. Figure 5.3
details these steps.
To merge b with b′, where b has the largest score and b′ has the smallest score,
we create a new bin bmerge such that, bmergeij contains the m-th smallest items of b and
m-th largest items of b′ (1 ≤ m ≤ k). Considering Example 3, the new bin bmerge is
created by combining b2 and b3 , such that
bmerge = {[t5, t12], [t6, t11], [t7, t10], [t8, t9]}
This process is then repeated until only a single bin is left.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm Ap-Max-Intra
Require: N , Number of sessions k, Length of session l
1: µglobal ← Average of all items
2: Initialize l bins each with k slots ←
3: bi ← {bi1 = [til+1], bi2 = [til+2, ..., bik = [til+k]]}
4: while number of bins > 1 do
5: pick bi and bj with the largest and smallest scores
6: bmerge=merge bi and bj
7: Delete bi and bj
8: number of bins ← l − 1
9: end while
10: Return the final merged bin
Theorem 17. Ap-Max-Intra runs in O(NlogN +Nl) .
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Proof. Getting the average of the items takes O(N). The partitioning of items into
k bins takes O(NlogN) which is done by sorting items first and then putting each
item in their corresponding bin by iterating over them once more. Now there are
l − 1 iterations of the algorithm to merge the bins. Each bin merge takes at most
O(kl) since there are k sessions with at most l members which means for l − 1
iterations we will have O(kl2). Overall, the running time of the algorithm will be
O(NlogN +Nl)
Theorem 18. Algorithm Ap-Max-Intra has 12−1/k approximation factor.
Proof. The proof of this problem makes use of an approximation-preserving reduction.
Basically the idea of an approximation preserving reduction is as follows: we need to
show that an instance of Ap-Max-Intra is reducible to an instance of another known
NP-hard problem, Balanced Number Partitioning problem [89] and by applying
Algorithm BLDM, which is an approximation algorithm for the latter problem produces
a solution for the problem Ap-Max-Intra. The proof makes use of two arguments: the
first is that an instance of Max-Intra could be reduced to an instance of the Balanced
Number Partitioning problem [89] in polynomial time. Then, it can be shown that the
BLDM algorithm has one-on-one correspondence with Ap-Max-Intra. Ap-Max-Intra
will accept 12−1/k approximation factor, since BLDM holds 2 − 1/k approximation
factor.
5.3.3 Algorithm Min(Max)-Inter
Optimization of Inter diversity, both minimization and maximization variants, is NP-
hard, and they bear remarkable similarity to each other. Given a set of N items, the
Min(Max)-Inter problems will try to find an ordering of k sessions, each with l items,
such that the aggregated differences between the average of two consecutive sessions
is minimized (maximized). To better understand these problems, we break them into
two steps. We only present these steps for the Max-Inter problem and note that the
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Min-Inter version works analogously, only by inverting the optimization goals inside
the algorithm. For example, for optimizing Max-Inter, our goal is to find a sequence of
sessions that maximizes Equation (5.2). One intuition is that inter-diversity increases
if the means of individual sessions (on the dimension of interest) are highly different
from each other. Indeed, if the k sessions have the same exact mean, no matter how
one orders them, inter diversity will be zero. As we prove in Lemma 4, this relates to
forming a set of k sessions with the goal to minimize intra-diversity. So, the first step
of our algorithm is to produce a set of sessions with the smallest intra-diversity. The
next step is to order these sessions, such that the resulting sequence has the Inter
value maximized. This is our guiding principle in creating the algorithms to solve
this problem.
Our proposed solution Ap-Max-Inter for Max-Inter works as follows: we first
find k sessions obtained by running Algorithm Ap-Min-Intra. This is needed, since
it will generate sessions with means as different from each other as possible. After
that, we create a graph of k nodes, each represents one of the k sessions. The weight
of each edge (si, sj) is defined as w(si, sj) = (µsi − µsj )2. After that, the goal is
to run an algorithm for the Longest path problem for Max-Inter. Since the graph
is complete with positive weights on the edges, the Longest Path Problem could be
solved by replacing the positive weights with negative values and running a traveling
salesman problem (TSP) over it. In our implementation, we use the simple yet
effective 2-approximation algorithm for TSP in metric space, described in [74, 100].
The algorithm starts by finding the Minimum Spanning Tree of the input graph using
Prim’s algorithm. Next, it lists the nodes in Minimum Spanning Tree in a pre-order
walk and adds the edge to the starting vertex to the end. This path will create an
ordering of sessions by following from the starting vertex si to the ending vertex sj.
This algorithm runs in O(k2logk) which is dominated by the running time of the
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Prim’s algorithm. We further improve this running time by using Fibonacci heaps
and obtain O(k2 + logk).
Inversely, Algorithm Ap-Min-Inter, designed for Min-Inter first solves the Min-
Inter problem to create sessions with the largest intra diversity. Then, we create the
graph same as we have done in Ap-Max-Inter but the edge weights do not need to be
negated. Finally, we run TSP [100] to generate a sequence of sessions for minimizing
inter-diversity of those sessions.
For both problems, the obtained solution is a cycle and has one extra edge. We
simply remove the edge with the smallest (largest) value in the solution. This produces
an ordering of the sessions. Algorithm 5 presents the pseudo code of Max-Inter
algorithm.
Using Example 3 to find Max-Inter of Skill dimension, we first apply the
Exact-Min-Intra to find the following sessions, s1 = {t1, t2, t3}, s2 = {t4, t5, t6},
s3 = {t7, t8, t9}, and s4 = {t10, t11, t12} where µs1 = 0.516, µs2 = 0.6066, µs3 = 0.726,
and µs4 = 0.873. These sessions will become four nodes of a complete graph. The
nodes of this graph are the sessions and the weight of each edge is the Inter value
we get from Equation (5.2). We solve the longest path problem for this graph and
we get the tour of T = {s1 → s4 → s2 → s3 → s1}. We remove the edge s2 → s3
since it has the smallest weight. The solution of Max-Inter is hence the sequence
S =< s2, s4, s1, s3 >.
Algorithm 5 Algorithm Ap-Max-Inter
Require: N items, Number of sessions k, Length of session l
1: Sinit ← Min− Intra(N, k, l)
2: G = (S,E) ← complete graph with k nodes
3: w(si, sj) = (µsi − µsj )2
4: Run Longest path algorithm on G











Figure 5.4 Relationship between Min-Intra and Max-Inter.
Theorem 19. Both Ap-Max-Inter and Ap-Min-Inter run in
O(NlogN + k2 + logk).
Proof. The running time of the algorithm Ap-Max-Inter is dominated by the first
step which is getting the solution of Min-Intra (for Ap-Min-Inter it is Max-Intra).
The algorithm for TSP takes O(k2 + logk). This means that the overall running time
will be O(NlogN + k2 + logk).
Lemma 4. Given a set of N items forming k sessions (each with l items), when
defined on the same dimension of interest, Inter diversity of the k sessions is
maximized (minimized), when Intra-diversity of those k sessions is minimized(maximized).
Proof. For the case of Max-Intra, the solution will require the averages of all groups
to be the same (Recall Theorem 16). This results in having Min-Inter with value 0,
leading to the optimal solution. Hence the proof.
To show the relationship between Min-Intra and Max-Inter, we show that when
k = 3, Min-Intra corresponds to maximizing inter on the same dimension. Consider
the sequence S =< s2, s1, s3 > where µs1 ≤ µs2 ≤ µs3 . Consider s1, s2, s3 are the
solution of Min-Intra and µs3 − µs1 = α and µs2 − µs1 = β. Figure 5.4 presents one
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such solution. Now consider that we swap a task between s1 and s2. After this swap,
the value of µs1 will increase by x amount and the value of µs2 will decrease by the
same x. Now it is easy to see that if the value of Inter is α + β for the solution of
Min-Intra, then the value of the new solution will be α + β − 3x which is smaller.
This argument extends to k > 3.
Theorem 20. Ap-Max-Inter produces an answer that is at least 1/2 of the the
optimal solution.
Proof. The approximation of Ap-Max-Inter occurs in Step-2, while solving the
longest path problem (Since Min-Intra has an exact solution)). Since the longest
path algorithm has the 1/2 approximation factor, the overall algorithm Ap-Max-Inter
has 1/2 approximation factor.
Theorem 21. Algorithm Ap-Min-Inter has 4− 2/k approximation factor.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Ap-Max-Inter, using Lemma 4, the first step of
Ap-Max-Inter is finding a set of sessions which are closest to each other. Using
algorithm Ap-Max-Intra provides these sessions with 2 − 1/k approximation. The
next step multiplies this error by a factor of 2 since the composition of the groups
is not changed and we only find an ordering over the fixed groups. This yields an
approximation factor of 4− 2/k.
5.3.4 Optimizing Inter with Intra as Constraint
We now develop algorithms for the constrained optimization problems defined in
Section 5.2.4. When the values of the item dimension used for intra diversity are all
unique, two of these four algorithms have provable approximation factors. Table 5.3
provides the summary of our technical results.
To optimize Inter with Min-Intra as a constraint, we design two algorithms
Alg-Min-Intra, Min-Inter and Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter. For both, we start from the
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Table 5.3 Algorithms and Approximation Factors for Problem Combinations
Algorithm Running Time Approximation Factor
Alg-Min-Intra,Min-Inter O(NlogN + k2) (OPT, 4− 2/k)
Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter O(NlogN + k2) (OPT, 1/2)
Alg-Max-Intra, Min-Inter O(NlogN +Nl + k2) heuristic
Alg-Max-Intra, Max-Inter O(NLogN +Nl + k2) heuristic
solution of the Min-Intra problem using algorithm Ex-Min-Intra. This solution is an
exact algorithm for solving Min-Intra and gives a set of k sessions as the the output.
After that, we run Ap-Max-Inter in Alg-Min-Intra, Min-Inter and Ap-Min-Inter in
Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter.
On the other hand, to optimize Inter with Max-Intra as a constraint, we start
from the solution of the Max-Intra using algorithm Ap-Max-Intra. This solution is
an approximation algorithm for solving Max-Intra and returns a set of k sessions.
After that, we run Ap-Max-Inter for Max-Intra, Max-Inter and Ap-Min-Inter for
the Max-Intra, Min-Inter. Algorithm 6 presents the generic pseudo code. These two
algorithms are based on heuristics and may not have any provable bounds.
Algorithm 6 Algorithm for maximizing inter with intra as a constraint
Require: N items, Number of sessions k, Length of session l, dimensions d1 and d2
1: Sinit ← k sessions of l items each, obtained by running Intra optimization
algorithm on d1
2: G = (V,E)← complete graph with nodes of Sinit and edge weights are calculated
based on d2 values between a pair of sessions
3: Call Subroutine Ap-Max-Inter or Ap-Min-Inter on G
Theorem 22. Algorithm Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter has (1, 1/2) approximation factor
Min-Intra,Max-Inter problem and Alg-Min-Intra, Min-Inter has (1, 4− 2/k) approxi-
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mation factor Min-Intra,Min-Inter problem, as long as items in intra dimension have
unique values.
Proof. We provide the proof for Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter and the proof of Alg-Min-
Intra, Min-Inter works analogously. Ex-Min-Intra is optimal. Since items have
unique values on intra diversity dimension, there exists one and only one set of k
sessions that minimizes intra diversity values. The second step of the algorithm
Alg-Min-Intra, Max-Inter creates an ordering over these sessions. In that subset
of the search space, i.e., containing only solutions that start with the sessions of
Ex-Min-Intra where the Min-Intra is optimal, our Max-Inter algorithm produces a
solution which is 1/2 the optimal solution. Hence, the (1, 1/2) approximation factor
holds for Min-Intra,Max-Inter problem. Similarly, the (1, 4 − 2/k) approximation
factor holds for Min-Intra,Min-Inter problem.
5.4 Experimental Evaluations
We first conduct experiments involving human subjects on music playlist recommen-
dation and task recommendation in crowdsourcing to observe the effect of diversity on
user satisfaction (in both applications) and worker performance (in crowdsourcing).
Then, using large scale real data and synthetic data, we examine the quality of our
algorithms in comparison to baselines, and evaluate the scalability of our approach.
5.4.1 Experiments with Human Subjects
We validate our framework in two applications: music recommendation, where we
generate music channels, and task recommendation in crowdsourcing, where we
generate task sessions.
Music Recommendation. We generate music playlists for users and consider
different contexts namely music for long drive, theme party, Sunday morning, and
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learning a new music style, to observe how diversity affects user satisfaction in different
contexts.
Dataset. The dataset consists of 727 songs from 54 albums, 47 artists, and 10
genres. The songs are from albums that won the Grammy Best Album of the Year
Award between 1961 and 2020. The list of albums and their corresponding genres are
from Wikipedia while the other information such as artist, period, popularity, tempo,
and duration are from Spotify.
Experiments Flow. We first collect preferred genres and artists from users
to form their profiles. We then generate five music playlists for each user. Each
playlist has five channels, and each channel has 10 songs. The first four playlists
are generated using the algorithms in Table 5.3, with dimensions specified for each
context in Table 5.4. The 5th playlist represents the baseline with no diversity. It
consists of similar songs randomly selected from one of the dimensions. In this last
experiment, all songs from the period 2000’s. Lastly, users evaluate the playlists by
selecting songs they would actually listen to, rating how much they like diversity in
the sessions, and providing an overall rating of the playlist. The ratings are based
on a 5-pt Likert scale where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest. We measure user
satisfaction using the overall rating provided by users. We recruit 200 workers (50
per context) from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We pay workers $0.10 for profile
collection and $1.00 for their evaluations.









Intra tempo period popularity genre
Inter popularity genre genre tempo
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1 Min-Intra, Min-Inter 15.16 3.57 3.54
2 Min-Intra, Max-Inter 15.05 3.66 3.66
3 Max-Intra, Min-Inter 14.71 3.59 3.71
4 Max-Intra, Max-Inter 14.66 3.69 3.71
5 no diversity 12.83 3.35 3.44
Summary of Results. We observe in Table 5.5 that user satisfaction in
diversified playlists (Scenarios 1− 4) is higher compared to the no-diversity baseline.
This observation is statistically significant at p = 0.10 using a one-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) [121]. The results are consistent with other measures: workers
select the smallest number of songs from the no-diversity playlist and the no-diversity
playlist receives the lowest average diversity ratings. Moreover, these observations
extend to different contexts, as shown in Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. The sample size of
200 workers from the estimated 200, 000 workers in AMT [41] gives our results a 99%
confidence level and a 10% error margin (based on the Central Limit Theorem [118]).
In summary, our music experiment clearly shows that diversity is preferred over no
diversity. Additionally, diversity definitions depend on context, as observed in Tables
5.6, 5.7, and 5.8.
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1 Min-Intra, Min-Inter 16.58 14.86 14.76 14.42
2 Min-Intra, Max-Inter 15.82 15.06 14.12 15.20
3 Max-Intra, Min-Inter 16.52 13.64 14.30 14.38
4 Max-Intra, Max-Inter 16.24 13.96 15.04 13.40
5 no diversity 14.10 11.92 13.62 11.68










1 Min-Intra, Min-Inter 3.64 3.52 3.64 3.46
2 Min-Intra, Max-Inter 3.70 3.50 3.82 3.61
3 Max-Intra, Min-Inter 3.70 3.54 3.58 3.54
4 Max-Intra, Max-Inter 3.84 3.68 3.58 3.64
5 no diversity 3.34 3.30 3.46 3.30










1 Min-Intra, Min-Inter 3.62 3.88 3.34 3.32
2 Min-Intra, Max-Inter 3.76 3.72 3.66 3.50
3 Max-Intra, Min-Inter 3.86 3.98 3.56 3.44
4 Max-Intra, Max-Inter 3.76 3.80 3.70 3.58
5 no diversity 3.60 3.42 3.46 3.28
Task Recommendation. In these experiments, we recommend short and long task
sessions to workers in crowdsourcing. The short sessions consist of three sets each
with three tasks. The long sessions consist of five sets and each set consists of 10
tasks.
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Dataset. The dataset consists of 20, 000 tasks from Figure Eight’s open data
library. Each task belongs to one of 10 types such as tweet classification, image
transcription, and sentiment analysis. Each task type is represented as a set of
keywords that best describe required skills. Additionally, each task has a creation
date, an expected completion time (less than a minute), and a reward that varies
between $0.01 - $0.05.
Experiments flow. For each session type (short and long), we collect 100
user profiles, where workers indicate (from 1 to 5) their interest in completing tasks,
which are described by a given set of keywords. For each user profile, we generate
task sessions using the algorithms in Table 5.3 and a combination of the following
dimensions: skill, reward, duration, and creation date. Additionally, we generate
a no-diversity baseline session. In this session, we randomly pick a task type and
tasks belonging to that type. Next, workers complete the recommended sessions. We
measure task throughput, quality of the completed tasks with respect to a ground
truth, and worker satisfaction. Throughput refers to the average number of tasks
completed per minute. Quality refers to the percentage of correct answers from the
tasks completed by a worker. To measure quality, we use the answers obtained from
the dataset as the ground truth. We use a näıve script that relies on basic equality to
evaluate answer correctness. Satisfaction refers to how satisfied workers are with the
task sessions (a rating from 1 to 5 provided by each worker). We recruit 200 workers,
pay each $0.03 for profile collection and at least $0.35 for task completion.
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5 no diversity 7.53 64.38 4.26

























5 no diversity 6.56 66.04 4.19
Summary of Results. We present the average throughput, quality, and worker
satisfaction for short sessions in Table 5.9 and long sessions in Table 5.10. Similar
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to the music experiments, our sample size (n=200) allows our results to achieve 99%
confidence level with 10% margin of error. We again used a one-way ANOVA to
evaluate statistical significance. In short sessions, only throughput is statistically
significant at p = 0.05. In long sessions, both quality and worker satisfaction are
statistically significant at p = 0.10.
Our results indicate that short sessions generated by our algorithms do not
significantly differ from the no-diversity baseline in terms of quality and worker
satisfaction. On the other hand, the throughput of no-diversity is significantly higher
than sessions generated by our algorithms. This observation confirms previous studies
where workers get more proficient in completing similar (and hence not diverse) tasks,
allowing them to become faster at task completion [39]. As the number of tasks
per session increases (long sessions) however, this observation changes. Throughput
decreases for no-diversity and sessions generated by our algorithms obtain higher
quality and worker satisfaction with statistical significance. In summary, our
experiments show that the benefit of diversity in task recommendation is more
prominent for sessions comprising many tasks. Diversity tends to bring positive effect
to avoid boredom which is prominent for sessions with many tasks.
5.4.2 Large Data Experiments
The goal here is to evaluate our algorithms with appropriate baselines (including
exact solutions) and compare them qualitatively (approximation factors, objective
function value) and scalability-wise (running time). All algorithms are implemented
in Python 3.6 on a 64-bit Windows server machine, with Intel Xeon Processor, and
16 GB of RAM. All numbers are presented as the average of five runs. For brevity
we present a subset of results that are representative.
Data Sets. a. 1-Million Song: We use the Million Songs Dataset [19] that has
1 million songs (please note the Spotify dataset used in Section 5.4.1 is small in
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scale). We have normalized the data to be between [0, 1]. This dataset also includes
artist popularity and hotness, genre, release date and etc. The presented results are
representative and consider tempo and loudness as dimensions.
b. Synthetic dataset: The presented results on this are the ones that vary distributions
of the underlying dimensions. We sample from three distributions: Normal, Uniform,
and Zipfian. For Normal distribution, data is sampled with mean and standard
deviation, µ = 250, σ = 10. For Uniform, dataset is sampled from Uniform
distribution between [0,500], and for Zipfian distribution default exponent is set to
α = 1.01. We produce a pool of 230 items for each of our three distributions.
Implemented Baselines. In addition to Random where we generate random
sequences, we implement different baselines and compared the performance of our
algorithms.
Optimal. The optimal baseline is based on an Integer Programming (IP)
algorithm that solves the problem optimally on small instances. The rationale behind
implementing IP is to verify the theoretical approximation factors of our algorithms
against the optimal solution. We used Gurobi as the solver1. The IP equivalent
of the Min-Intra,Max-Inter problem is described in below. Other formulations
(Max-Intra,Min-Inter, Max-Intra,Max-Inter, Min-Intra,Min-Inter) can be expressed
similarly.












(d1jxij − µi)2 ≤ opt
∑
j
xij = l,∀i = 1 . . . k
∑
i
xij = 1,∀j = 1 . . . l
xij ∈ {0, 1}
where d1j is the value of the first dimension of the task j and opt is the value of optimal
solution from Ex-Min-Intra.
Baseline-MMR. This baseline is inspired by the MMR algorithm [26] used in
diversifying web search results. MMR takes a search query and returns relevant and
diverse results. Hence, our mapping to MMR optimizes intra-session diversity only.
At each iteration, Baseline-MMR considers an item to be included or not in the result
and calculates two scores: the Intra score of adding a new item to a session and the
max (resp., min Inter) score of a new session to all other sessions in the case of
Max-Inter (resp., Min-Inter). It then picks the highest or the lowest weighted sum
of these two scores based on the Intra part of the problem. The item with that score
is chosen to be added to the session. This process is repeated until there is no item
left.
Clustering Algorithms are not applicable to be used as baselines.
We note that even though at a high level our studied problems may bear similarity
with existing clustering problems, there is more than one significant difference that
preclude the applicability of clustering algorithms as solutions to our problems. First
and foremost, clustering algorithms do not allow to control the size of the sessions,
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which is one of our key requirements. Second, clustering algorithms are not suitable
to optimize sequence, which is one of our primary goals of Inter diversity. Finally,
clustering algorithms cannot be adapted easily to solve multi-objective optimization
problems, such as ours.
Summary of Results. Overall, for our problems, where both Intra and Inter
diversity are to be optimized, our algorithms are the unanimous choice considering
both quality and scalability. When the Intra and Inter diversity is studied
individually, our algorithms outperform all the baselines and empirically produce
approximation factors close to 1, across varying k, N , and different distributions.
The only exception to this latter observation is Baseline-MMR, which performs better
in maximizing Inter diversity (while performing very poorly for Intra optimization),
which is due to its focus on optimizing inter-diversity only. Moreover, our algorithms
is highly scalable and is much more efficient than the baselines.
Comparison against Optimal. Table 5.11 shows the approximation factors
for our algorithms for two default settings: (N = 213, k = 24) and (N = 210, k = 27)
using 1-Million dataset. We can see that our algorithms produce an approximation
factor equal to 1 when Intra diversity is minimized and a factor very close to 1 when
Intra diversity is maximized.
Quality Evaluation. We vary k (the number of sessions), N (the number of items),
and the data distribution. The default values are N=213 and k=27 with a uniform
distribution.
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Table 5.11 Approximation Factors on 1-Million Songs
Dataset
Our Scenarios
N=8192 , k=16 N=1024 , k=128
Intra Inter Intra Inter
Min-Intra , Min-Inter 1 1.05 1 1
Min-Intra , Max-Inter 1 0.35 1 0.49
Max-Intra , Min-Inter 0.99 1.06 0.98 1.04
Max-Intra , Max-Inter 0.99 0.58 0.95 0.69
When Inter diversity is minimized, the resulting approximation factors are close
to 1. However, when Inter diversity is maximized, the approximation factors are
slightly low as our algorithm solves the Intra part of the problem before ordering
the sessions to maximize Inter diversity. It is hence bound by the constraints of the
solution to Intra. Nevertheless, the solution formulated by our algorithm for Min-
Intra,Max-Inter and Min-Intra,Min-Inter is able to produce a point on the Pareto
Front in the optimal solution region which meets both the Intra and Inter objectives.
The synthetic dataset mimics this trend as well.
Based on the approximation factor results and the above analysis, we conclude
that our algorithms produce good and in some cases the best possible solution for the
four problems we attempt to optimize.
Varying N . Figure 5.5 shows how Inter scores change as we vary N from 210
to 216 for Baseline-MMR, Random and our algorithms. We have omitted the plots for
Synthetic data experiments since those results closely follow the result for 1-Million
Songs dataset. Figures 5.5(a)(c) confirm that our algorithm performs best when
Inter diversity is minimized. The objective function improves with increasing N .
On the other hand, as seen in Figures 5.5(b)(d),when Inter diversity is maximized,
Baseline-MMR outperforms our algorithm with increasing N . This is because our
algorithm is subject to the constraints imposed by optimizing Intra diversity first then
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maximizing the Inter diversity, while Baseline-MMR focuses on the Inter dimension
only.
We also compare Intra scores whilst varying N . Table 5.12 showcases the
approximation factors of our algorithm’s Intra considering Optimal for N ≤ 213
and N > 213. A ratio of 1 means that the algorithm produces the best or optimal
solution. These results showcase that our solutions achieve even better bound
empirically compared to the theoretical bounds. Table 5.12 also shows that although
Baseline-MMR performs better in Max-Inter problem, but it performs poorly for both
Min-Intra and Max-Intra problems.
Interestingly, Random often times produces approximation factor close to 1 for
N > 213 when maximizing Intra. This is due to the fact that Intra is maximized when
the variance of the sessions are maximized which is one of the side effects of Random
algorithm. However, Baseline-MMR and Random produce very poor approximation
factors when minimizing Intra. Contrarily, our solutions stay close to 1 approximation
factor for both minimization and maximization of Intra diversity. As N increases,
the Intra scores do not see any drastic change in approximation factors, and always
stays close to 1.
Varying k. Figure 5.6 presents how Inter scores evolve as we vary k between
24 and 211 for different baselines compared to our algorithm. We keep N constant
at 213. The synthetic dataset also mimics this trend. We observe figures 5.6(a)(c)
that our algorithm performs significantly better than other baselines in minimizing
Inter diversity. For Figures 5.6(b)(d), our observation is similar to the case of varying
N , Baseline-MMR performs slightly better. Overall, Inter diversity increases for all
four scenarios as k increases. This is because of the fact that when more sessions are
present, it allows for more diversity between each session.
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(a) Ap-Min-Inter (Min-Intra) (b) Ap-Max-Inter (Min-Intra)
(c) Ap-Min-Inter (Max-Intra) (d) Ap-Max-Inter (Max-Intra)
Figure 5.5 Inter scores with varying N for 1-Million Song dataset.
We present approximation factors of Intra in Table 5.13 and observe similar
trend as to when we vary N . Also, similar to varying N for Intra scores, the
approximation factors here also stay close to 1 for our algorithm.
Varying distribution. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 present how our algorithm and
other baselines perform as we vary data distributions. We set N to 213 and k to 27.
Considering Intra scores, our algorithm performs the best using Uniform
distribution for all four scenarios and using a Zipf distribution produces a similar
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(a) Ap-Min-Inter (Min-Intra) (b) Ap-Max-Inter (Min-Intra)
(c) Ap-Min-Inter (Max-Intra) (d) Ap-Max-Inter (Max-Intra)
Figure 5.6 Inter scores with varying k for 1-Million Songs dataset.
trend. However, Normal performs slightly worse at times with our algorithm when
we attempt to maximize Intra.
When we compare Inter scores, our algorithm performs best with Uniform
distribution. In Figures 5.7(b)(d), Baseline-MMR outperforms our algorithm due
to the same reasons mentioned in Section 5.4.2.
We also observe that across all four scenarios, Zipf produces scores much larger
in magnitude than Normal or Uniform distribution. This is due to the range of values
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(a) Min-Intra,Min-Inter (b) Min-Intra,Max-Inter
(c) Max-Intra,Min-Inter (d) Max-Intra,Max-Inter
Figure 5.7 Synthetc Data: Inter and Intra scores varying distributions.
in Zipf, which results in larger Intra and Inter scores. Overall, our algorithms stand
out to be the best choice, with its best performance being on Uniform distribution.
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(a) Min-Intra,Min-Inter (b) Min-Intra,Max-Inter
(c) Max-Intra,Min-Inter (d) Max-Intra,Max-Inter
Figure 5.8 Synthetc Data: Zipf distribution.
Table 5.12 Intra Approximation Factors of The Three Algorithms Varying N on
1-Million Songs
Min-Intra




<= 8192 0.008 6.41E-05 1
>8192 0.002 5.42E-05 1
Max-Intra




<= 8192 0.22 0.98 0.99
>8192 0.021 0.92 0.99
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Table 5.13 Intra Approximation Factors of The Three Algorithms Varying k on
1-Million Songs
Min-Intra




<= 128 0.011 0.0021 1
>128 0.0012 4.95E-06 1
Max-Intra




<= 128 0.035 0.92 0.99
>128 0.29 0.85 0.99
Scalability Evaluation. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 compare the running time of the
three algorithms for 1-Million dataset. Naturally, as N increases, the running time
of our algorithm increases. We also observe that as we vary N with k = 27, our
algorithm is the fastest in all diversity scenarios.
In Figures 5.10, we vary k and set N to 213. We observe that our algorithms
scale very well but is sometimes slightly slower than Random. This is unsurprising,
as Random does not even have to do much work to generate sessions (recall that
however it performs poorly qualitatively). However, we observe that our algorithm is
consistently faster with increasing values of k.
Overall, we find that our algorithms are highly scalable and produce results within
a few seconds for very large values of N and k, while some of the baselines take hours
to complete.
5.5 Conclusion
We initiate the study of a formal and algorithmic framework to address diversity for
s sequence of sets that has natural recommendation applications (from song playlists
to task recommendations in crowdsourcing). The combination of Intra and Inter
session diversities gives rise to four bi-objective optimization problems. We propose
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algorithms with guarantees. Our extensive empirical evaluation, conducted using
human subjects, as well as large scale real and simulated data, shows the need for
diversity to improve user satisfaction and the superiority of our algorithms against
multiple baselines.
Applications Diversity has been extensively studied in recommendation and
search applications [16, 29, 1, 135, 131, 130, 123, 102, 91, 95, 44, 59, 60, 133,
105, 127], to return items that are relevant as well as cover full range of users
interests. The goal is to achieve a compromise between relevance and result
(a) Min-Intra,Min-Inter (b) Min-Intra,Max-Inter
(c) Max-Intra,Min-Inter (d) Max-Intra,Max-Inter
Figure 5.9 Running times varying N for 1-Million Songs dataset.
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heterogeneity. Existing works [55, 126] have also acknowledged the need for diversity
and sequence based modeling in different recommendation applications. Recent works
in crowdsourcing [45, 96] have demonstrated the importance of diversity in task
recommendation. Task diversity is grounded in organization theories and has shown
to impact the motivation of the workers [28]. Amer-Yahia et al. [9] propose the
notion of composite tasks (CT), a set of similar tasks that match workers’ profiles,
comply with their desired reward and task arrival rate. Their experiments show that
diverse CTs contribute to improving outcome quality. A recent work has studied intra
(a) Min-Intra,Min-Inter (b) Min-Intra,Max-Inter
(c) Max-Intra,Min-Inter (d) Max-Intra,Max-Inter
Figure 5.10 Running times varying k for 1-Million Songs dataset.
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and inter-table influence in web table matching [45] involving crowd. Even though
completing similar tasks lead to faster completion time [39], but such composition lead
to fatigue and boredom, and task abandonment [57, 35, 53]. Aipe and Gadiraju[5]
empirically observe that workers who perform similar tasks achieve higher accuracy
and faster task completion time compared to workers who worked on diverse tasks.
However, they find that these workers experience fatigue the most. Alsayasneh et al.
integrate the concept of diversity in composite tasks and empirically find a positive
effect of diversity in outcome quality [7]. For all of these applications, diversity is
studied set-based or sequence based only.
These applications call for a deeper examination of diversity and a powerful
framework to capture its variants, which is our focus here.
Set and Sequence Diversities Existing works on diversification could be
classified as set-based only [1, 44, 91, 95, 123, 102] or sequence-based only [59,
16, 29, 135]. As an example, in [135], the authors study sequence-based diversity
that is defined as the diversity of any permutation of the items. Another example
is [16], in which taxonomies are used to sample search results to reduce homogeneity.
In [1], the authors proposed an algorithm with a provable approximation factor to
find relevant and diverse news articles. In the database context, Chen and Li [29]
propose to post-process structured query results, organizing them in a decision tree
for easier navigation. In [17, 66] the notion of diversity is used in the results of
queries to produce closest results such that each answers is different from the rest.
In recommender systems, results are typically post-processed using pair-wise item
similarity to generate a list that achieves a balance between relevance and diversity.
For example, in [42], recommendation diversity was formulated as a set-coverage
problem.
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To the best of our knowledge, existing works have focused on achieving diversity
in a single set. We solve set-based and sequence-based diversities in tandem and
develop algorithms with guarantees.
This work opens up more than one research direction: an immediate extension of
our work is to observe users as they consume items and learn how diversity dimensions
and their respective definitions could be personalized for different users. Similarly, we
are empirically exploring how to choose the preferred diversity dimensions depending
on the underlying context for different applications. Finally, an interesting open
problem is to understand how time affects underlying contexts and fine tune diversified
recommendations based on that.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Our goal in this dissertation is to bring human back in the center stage of the compu-
tational loop and study optimization opportunities that arise to computationally solve
these problems at scale. In this chapter we summarize our contribution(Section 6.1),
and explore some of the future areas of research (Section 6.2).
6.1 Summary
We start the discussion and why we need to change our focus to users in Chapter 1. We
argue that looking at workers as mere agents without understating their needs, goals,
and motivations will eventually result in subpar performance and lower engagement.
We also outlined some of the recent research in this area and showcased how this
new approach in the HIL system has increased different metrics in crowdsourcing
environments, online collaborations, and massive online learning platforms.
ExPref framework in Chapter 2 is designed to study how one might include
human factors in an optimization problem. We focus on the problem of predicting
Task Completion Time which is an interesting and important metric both for worker
and requester of a task. In Section 2.2, we dive deeper into different components
of ExPref and introduce several NP-hard problems and the overall approach in
which Worker Model works alongside Question Selector and Preference Aggregator
to understand the preference of a worker. We showcase that by using Question
Selector as our way of getting feedback from workers and Preference Aggregator, we
successfully integrated explicit worker feedback into the Worker Model. In Section 2.3,
we present ActiveInit as a method of initializing the Worker Model, k-ExFactor
for choosing the best set of questions to ask from the worker. In Section 2.4, our
extensive set of experiments showcases the power of ExPref in real platforms for real
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workers. This gives us a great platform in which implicit and explicit feedbacks are
combined.
Chapter 4 presents another equally important problem that arises in the context
of peer learning. This problem is important for collaborative HIL problems, such as
text editing or translation. Similar to Chapter 2, by looking at the affinity between
peers and learning potential of a group, we intend to improve the skillset of the human
workers while completing on tasks. In Section 4.2, we define four variants of the
problem Lp-* Aff-*. We show Lp-* problems have polynomial-time algorithms and
Aff-* problems are NP-hard. In Section 4.3.1, we solve four constraint optimization
problems by setting the optimal value of Lp-* problem as a constraint on Aff-*.
We also run real data experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk in Section 4.5.1 and
explore the scalability and efficiency of the algorithms in Section 4.5.2. Overall, we
show a statistically significant increase in the skill of a worker participating in a group
that was formed by one of the four variations against different baselines.
Finally, after understanding user’s preferences and knowing how to increase their
skill set, we change our focus to recommending task sessions for the human workers
such that their preferences are satisfied over important dimensions. Chapter refchapter:kdd
explores such a problem in the context of the diversity of items in a session and
the diversity of sequence of sessions. In Section 5.2 we introduced the problem
of Optimize-Intra, Optimize-Inter which tries to optimize both Intra and Inter
diversities simultaneously. It also presents efficient solutions for each problem if
considered separately. Section 5.3.4 provides solutions for the combination of these
problems. Our approximation algorithms are fast with theoretical bounds. Section 5.4
presents two sets of experiments. The first one explores two real-life applications
of these problems and measures user satisfaction and performance. We show that
that user satisfaction in diversified playlists is higher compared to the no diversity
baseline. We also measure average throughput, quality and worker satisfaction in a
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crowdsourcing environment and our experiments show that the benefit of diversity in
task recommendation is more prominent for sessions comprising many tasks. Diversity
tends to bring a positive effect to avoid boredom which is prominent for sessions with
many tasks. Section 5.4.2 presents quality experiments that aim to measure the
approximation factor and scalability of the proposed algorithms. Overall, for our
problems, where both Intra and Inter diversity are to be optimized, our algorithms
are the unanimous choice considering both quality and scalability.
6.2 Future Work
This dissertation opens up many interesting directions. The explicit feedback
approach can learn user preferences more accurately and immediately by asking users
directly but it is not always obvious what questions to ask in order to best capture
user preferences. Some factors are explicit such as the task category, but other factors
may be latent or hard to express, such as user fatigue or mood. Furthermore, asking
for explicit user feedback may overwhelm users, who may provide sparse input or even
get driven away from the system. On the other hand, the implicit feedback approach
can more easily capture latent user preferences, but it also has its own shortcomings.
As user preferences change, an implicit worker model will adapt more slowly.
The above brings us to an interesting research question: How can we combine
explicit and implicit feedback in a worker model leveraging the best of both worlds?
This problem is challenging:
• The relationship between worker’s preference and tasks is not straight-forward.
Workers may prefer attributes that are not defined in tasks, such as fatigue or
enjoyment.
• Latent variables such as fatigue, skill improvements are usually very hard to
deal with.
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• Explicit feedback may be in the form of ratings on specific factors, while implicit
feedback may be expressed differently, e.g. using latent factors. Then, it is not
straightforward how we can effectively combine explicit and implicit feedback.
For example, in Chapter 2 we use a linear regression model to combine explicit
and implicit feedback by introducing the feedback as a set of constraints on the
linear model and finding a solution that satisfies all the constraints. Although
this is an interesting solution there are a few issues with this. Firstly, these linear
constraints will make the optimization problem more complex. Secondly, it’s
not clear what to do with the previous constraints. Lastly, the set of questions
that they ask is on the factors that make the model worst which makes sense
but it’s not clear why adding constraints between those factors will make the
model perform better in general.
How to use this preference model for task recommendation: As the number of
tasks uploaded by requesters daily can be large, the crowdsourcing platform should
aim to recommend tasks to each worker that he will likely accept and complete as close
to the expected time as possible in order to optimize the platform productivity. On the
other hand, workers desire the top-k best-fitting tasks being promptly and effectively
recommended to them. Others have looked into this problem from the worker’s point
of view [27]. As an example,[27], use a linear combination of task factors a worker
factors to create a model for assigning tasks to workers whose completed tasks have
the best quality.
Ideally, given that we can predict the task completion time for each worker
and task, we can recommend tasks to a user such that their deadlines (i.e., expected
completion time as given by the requester) are as close as possible to the predicted
task completion time for the worker and task.
However, if for each worker we find the best tasks based on what we described
above, our recommendation model needs to be fair in two aspects: (a) making sure
that all tasks are recommended to at least a users and (b) making sure that all users
are recommended at least b tasks.
When to interview a user : A problem that naturally arises is: when do
we interview the user to refresh our knowledge on explicit user preferences? User
preferences change in a crowdsourcing system, and it is important that we can
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quickly adapt to such changes. Any model that only relies on implicit feedback
has to collect enough “evidence” to “sense” a shift in user preferences and change its
output. Refreshing our explicit preferences knowledge can help us adapt faster and
more smoothly. The challenges that we have here are: (a) We do not want to invoke
too often because users will be annoyed, (b) We do not want to invoke too rarely
because preferences change and we will have a stale explicit model.
In diversifying recommendations on sequences of sets we explored diversifying
a set of items based on two dimensions. An immediate extension of this work is to
generalize these problems on a variable number of dimensions. One might ask the
following research questions: How can we optimize diversity on an arbitrary number
of dimensions?
• The immediate consequence of this question is that Min-Intra problem becomes
NP-hard and akin to a clustering problem.
• Since the problem is multi-dimensional, the choice of distance metric becomes
tangled to the use case. For example, diversifying a set of songs might react
differently than diversifying a set of documents.
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